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FINALE FOR NINE
Stars see last action on Tiger
team, which they helped make
famous, in game with Furman
U. Saturday.

SPORTSMANSHIP
Clemson-Furman student leaders decide that both schools
have everything to lose, nothing
to gain, by bitterness.
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Tigers Clash With Hurricane In Finale Of '39 Season
Nine Local Boys Bid Team Adieu
After Headline Greenville Tilt

CORPS READY FOR THE FEASTING-

Turkey And The Trimmings
Ready For Tonight's Feed

PAYNE, BLACK, McFADDEN, COX,
OKUROWSKI, MOORER, JACKSON,
MOORE, BRYANT END SEASONS
By GUS WHAM

demerge the victor they will tie the
Duke Blue Devils for the top posiSome 18000 rabid football fans tion in the Southern Conference.
will jam hysterically into Furman The Clemson Bengals will be after
University's Sirrine stadium next their eighth scalp of the current
Saturday afternoon to revel in the pigskin season and Coach Jess
color of a traditionaly bitter foot- Neely is taking every precaution
ball clash and to be on hand when possible to prevent the possibility
the curtain rings down an anoher of a Furman victory, thus ruining
football season. Disrearding the his chances of placing the moth
records of either team, the annual balls the Tigers greatest record
classic has that old doubtfulness as since John Heisman.
to the winner that will furnish pigskin fans all the thrills possible.
By M. R. HUNTER
With such a galaxy of scintillating
stars on the Tiger squad- as Banks
The time of
year, has rolled
McPadden, Snad Bryant, Charlie around once more when the SenTimmons, Red Sharpe, George ior warriors of the gridiron are
Pritts, Joe Blalock, Joe Payne, Big called upon to battle for the last
Bill Hall, Wister Jackson, Bru time in their career at Clemson.
Trexler, Chippy Maness and Walter The only foe left standing between
Cox, Captain Joe Payne & Co.. the Tigers and a Southern Confershould have on display, come game ence championship is Furman. Nine
time, one of the most versatile atstalwart gentlement of the gridiron
tacks by land and air seen in the
will graduate next June, and with
Turkey Day classic in many moons.
their diploma will go the best wishSHETLEY'S ROLLING
es of the entire corps for as much
On the other side of the fence success in the future as they have
making a bid for a Hurricane vic- had at Clemson. These boys, who
tory will be Roten "the rolling" worked for four long' years, have
Shetly, Purman's triple threat star at last reached the goal for which
whose sensational playing has they were striving. All the praise
brought praise from sports writers and glory these fellows have rethe country over. Playing shoulder ceived has been well merited, and
to shoulder with the ripper will be we're expecting to see them play
Joe Jenkins, Pep Martin and Hugh a great game next Saturday when
Wofford—all who have figured pro- Clemson battles Furman in
the
minently in the Hurricane's vic- annual Thanksgiving classic.
tories this season.
TOM MOORER
To Banks McPadden, long lean
First in the line Qf Seniors
is
triple threat Tiger, Saturday's fracas will probably mean the most. Tom Mdorer, one , of the best allDebating team tryouts will be
round guards ever to wear a Clemson uniform.
Football fans very held December 5, Frank Mills
For the past twelve games the rarely read about a guard star- chairman of debate, announced this
ring, because
they have all the week.
record stands as follows
but Tom has
Those men interested are asked
CLEMSON
FURMAN dirty work to do,
starred in many attacks upon the to contact Mills or Prof. John Paul
1927
0
28
opposition. He has worked
hard Lucas immediately in order that
1928
27
13
for four years and has played ex- they might begin work on the
1929
7
6
cellent ball for three. Tom is query.
1930
12
7
one of the best poured, boys at
1931
0
0
Forums are bi-ing held each
1932
0
Clemson, despite the fact that he Tuesday night for those men
7
is a rip-roaring heavyweight box- who are interested in discussing the
0
1933
1
1934
',':
0
7
er. He takes teasing with a smile question with professors and other
1935
8
8
and a wisecrack, and always speaks debaters.
1936
0
12
to everyone in his friendly CharDemonstrations and discussions
1937
0
0
leston
brogue.
In the George
of a new form of debate, the direct
1938
10
7
Washington game a yankee playclash, will be conducted at the first
ing opposite Tom got mad at him
meeting of this group.
and said something
Tom didn't
The query for debate this seaIf the Bengals are able to defeat understand, so he just replied with
Furman by a decisive margin, Banks some of his Charleston stuff which son is "Resolved: that the United
States should follow a policy of
chances for a berth on the '39' Ail- puzzled the Yankee greatly.
strict-isolation ceconoimc and miliAmerican teams will rise tremenWALTER COX
tary) toward all nations outside the,
dously. But the dominate aim in the
Then comes Walter Cox,
who western hemispnere engaged in
great star's dome Saturday will be
hails
from
Belton,
S.
C.
Walter
armed international or civil con>
to help win the game for Clemson.
played a good bit, of "rat" football, flict."
HOUDINI STYLE
then bo-hunked for 2 years, but
The Tigers of Tigertown are ready last year he showed the coach that
and the numerous Houdini style he could play some rtal football,
tricks that Dizzy McLeod, the Big- and from then
'til now he has
Wind's mentor can pull out of the
really been going to town.
This
bag will be taken care of in short
is very ably taking over
order by Clemson's great defense, year he
An alumni meeting of the Washthe mettle of which has been test- the position Capt. Joe Payne left ington Alumni Association was held
ed by top ranking elevens scattered vacant when he was transferred in Washington on Wednesday Noall the way from' snowbound Anna- to the blocking back position.
vember 15.
JOE PAYE
polis to sunny New Orleans. In the
Present at the meeting were
Jack-of-all-trades,
that's
Joe
past few years, the Bengals have
Dean W. H. Washington, of the
Payne.
His
freshman
year
he
manbeen rated as heavy favorites to
school of vocational education,
take the contest handily. But not ned the tackle position, his sopho- Dean S. B. Earle, of the school of
more
year
he
played
end,
his
so this year. The Clemsonites have
engineering, Dr. H. P. Cooper, of
grasped the meaning of the pro- junior year he was a guard, and the school of agriculture, and Dipaganda and have learned the hard this year he is doing excellent work rector D. W. Watkins( of the exway that the Hurricane rises to as a blocking back. It's very un- tension service.
superhuman strength for the game usual that a man can play a difThis meeting was held in conwith their neighboring rivals. But ferent position each year and real- junction with the annual meeting
ballyhoo or not, the Bengal squad ly master each one, but then Joe of the association of land grant
of '39 will be ready from every in- is an unusual boy, and that's ex- colleges.
dication to cope with any situa- actly what he did. Smiling Joe has
tion.
a personality all his own, and it's
A Northwestern University scienThe game next Saturday will not often been said that, you see the tific survey revealed that 44 per
only determine the football chamcent of the student body has halipions of the state but if the Tigers
-TURN TO PAGE 5—
tosis.

Debate Head
Announces
Tryout Date

Washington Alumni
Have Locals "In"

I

--An Editorial --
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Neely, Stallworth, Payne, Others
See No Sense In School Bitterness

DRIVE SAFELY Gamma Alpha Mu
The Tiger does not
Offers Prizes
have space in its column
for
stories
reporting
To Freshmen
death or serious injury
of students in automobile
accidents.
Black
Boxes of this type take
up badly needed space
in this newspaper.
When you, Clemson
students, go to Greenville Saturday for t,Hj
game, then home for
the Thanksgiving vacation, drive CAREFULLY!
To date
this year
Clemson has been torn
by no deaths in its student body—by auto accident.
We want that record
kept clean!

Jungaleers Take
Needed Rest Cure
Teebee Hawkins, director of the
Jungaleers, has announcer that
his swingsters would take a holiday
this week-end. "The main purpose
of this holiday" Hawkins said, "is
to let the boys recuperate from the
wonderful time we had at Limestone last week-end.
The Jungaleers left early last
Saturday morning in order to have
a rehearsal before taking part in
the Limestone Follies Saturday
night. Hawkins remarked that the
follies were great and that all' the
band had a swell time. He also
mentioned that the band had plenty of work for the Christmas holidays, averaging a dance per night.

Gamma Alpha Mu is this year
offering a $10 cash prize to any
freshman submitting manuscripts
which are accepted for membership.
Membership in the fraternity is also
offered to any upperclassman whose
work is selected by Octavus Roy
Cohen, nationally known author
and sponsor of the organization.
V?jq freshmen, !3en#rJordan, class
of '38, and Earl Mazo, editor of
the Tiger, have previously made
the fraternity.
The deadline for entries has not
been announced as yet, but it will
be around December 1.
Amission to Gamma Alpha Mu
is based on acceptance by Octavus
Roy Cohen, sole judge of the material, of two articles in any one
of the following classes of writing:
journalism, fiction, belle-lettres, or
poetry.

Farm Management
Survey Conducted
M. J. Peterson, assistant agricultural economist, and Mr. Joe D.
Kinard, assistant rural sociologist,
are now engaged in a farm management survey in Newberry county. This survey w(ill include approximately cne hundred
representative farms and the resulting
data will be analized to show the
•financial returns from the various
farm practices and organizations.
This study will require the greater
part of the next six weeks.

Last night Clemson Blue Key had several student leaders
from Furman university over for supper—and a friendly
chat.
Both student body heads decided that Clemson and Furman, as schools, had all to lose, nothing to gain by mutual
bitterness. They decided too, and sensibly, that all the heat
and rivalry between the schools should be jpnfined to the
football field.
There's no getting around it: Clemson men (those who
really have the Clemson spirit and enthusiasm) are gentlemen. Blue Key's members, Furman students, too, are
ladies and gentlemen. Both student bodies have the same
aim—education; and both student bodies, although one is
technical and the other literary, are made up of the same
sort of stuff.
And the question arises: Why, then, all this hard feeling?
Several Clemson leaders yesterday gave their answers to
this question.
Coach Jess Neely said: "After all, there is no group in
the Clemson corps that has more grounds for 'fight' in this
Clemson-Furman business than the football team. Yet our
boys are going out on the football field Saturday to give
the Furman team (on the field) a good, clean, sporting
tussle. After the game is over, like real sports, the rivalry
will'be over."
President Manly Stallworth, of the Senior Council, said:
"There is no reason in the world why Clemson's students
can't and shouldn't get along with the people in our neighboring school, Furman. At the game and on the football
field we'll be arch rivals and we'll back up our team to the
limit; but after the game (and before it) we are two student bodies of good South Carolina schools.''
Dr. Enoch W. Sikes, Business Manager J. C. Littlejdhn,
Commandant Herbert M. Pool—all have expressed the same
sentiments.
Captain Joe Payne of the Clemson football team said:
"We're going out there Saturday to win. And we're going
to play a good clean, sportsmanlike game. The team
WANTS THE CLEMSON CORPS, ON THE SIDELINES,
URGING US ON, TO PLAY THE SAME KIND OF GAME—
A CLEAN GAME."
' And the Tiger feels certain that the THINKING Clemson
student knows that there is nothing to gain by bitterness.

Company Heads
Push Red Cross
Students in barracks will be asked to join in the drive for funds
in the annual Red Cross Roll Call
which officially started here last
week, Professor Mark E. Bradley
has announced. The drive is being
conducted under the supervision of
Mrs. Boyce B. Burley.

The company commanders, headed by Captain Bill Quantz, will
canvass every company in school.
All money must be turned in to
Mrs. Burley by December 1. Half of
Here is a first rate opportunity to the money collected will be sent
let comparative
scores lead you immediately to Poland, there to be
astray. Clemson and Furman play used in aiding the victims of war.
in Greenville Saturday
and the
"The war in Europe," said Mrs.
rivalry is as intense as that of any
two schools in the country. Pur- Burley, "makes it particularly urgent that the Red Cross lend its
man defeated South Carolina 20 to
aid in alleviating want and suffer0, while the Tigers downed
the
ing. You can Co your part by givBirds 27 to 0; Furman lost to N.
C. State 7 to 12, while the Bengals ing, no matter how small the contribution be."
8
won from the Wolfpack 25 to 6.

Minarets Take
In Five Men

Tons Of Food
Go To Cookers
This Afternoon
By MITCHELL SIMMONS
The place is the college mess hall;
the time is seven o'clock tonight;
what?—it's the annual Thanksgiving feast; the host is Captain J. D.
Harcombe, and who?—it's the turkeys which will be eaten and 2,250
students who will do the biggest
bit of weight gaining in the history
of Clemson at one meal.
More than five tons of food will
be on the tables for this year's renewel of the eating highlight of
the school session. Included in the
amazing total is almost three thousands pounds of turkeys—bones
don't count—, a hundred bushels of
yams, candied to Captain Harcombe'
special recipe, 225 pounds of steamed rice, 200 pounds of cranberry
sauce, eight cases of celery and
olives, 95 cases of marshmellows,
a thousand pounds of walnuts, a
thousand pounds of brazil nuts, and
110 gallons of ice cream.
THE MENU
Other items on the menu will include coffee, parker house rolls, giblet gravy, raisins, and more than
a ton of apples and oranges.
Said Captain Harcombe after listing foods by the ton which will be
included in the dinner, for almost
thirty minutes, "that's about all I
can think of, but, then, there are
other things which we will add
while the food is being prepared."
"But," said Captain Harcombe,
"we don't expect the students to
eat all of the food Thursday night.
Last year we weighed the nuts,
candy, and fruit which several men
were carrying up to their rocms
and the average was more than
two pounds."
All of the students were short ol
comment. Said they, "Bring on the
turkey, Tom"'.
If Banks McFadden's strong bid
for an Ail-American football position this fall becomes a reality,
the Clemson
ace will take his
place with the greatest of all time
collegiate athletes. McFadden was
selected as a forward on the 1939
All-American basketball team. His
election to a football position this
year would give him two All-American berths in different sports in
the same calendar year.

The Minarets, honor Architectural fraternity, recently inducted the
following new members: R. E. Holroyd, G. J. O'Brian, T. F. Goodson,
J. Badia, and F. G. Gardner.
A few days folliwing this initia"Boys, that board feels like the
tion, a supper was given in their skin you love to touch."
honor at the College View Inn.
—MARSHALL
"The man in the front
line
trench has to read his hometown
newspaper to rmd out how
the
war is getting on."
Clemson's Tigers apparently do
—WALTHOUR
not mind being scored on this year,
"I know how to run this class
but they draw
the line at one and I'll kick the next one out that
touchdown.
Tulane, N. C. State, makes a statement like1' that."
Navy, George Washington, Wake
—HOUSER
Forest and
Southwestern
all
"Did you hear about the student
scored once each, no more. Pres- trying to make time with a probyterian College and South Caro- fessor's wife?"
lina were held scoreless. The one
—Bell
touchdown scored by Tulane, and
"You discovered from this play
the extra point, resulted in a 6 to that gate crashing isn't a 20th
7 defeat
for the Tigers,
their century discovery."
only loss of the year.
—Taylor

BY THEIR
—Words—

We Let 'Em
Score Once

These Nine Tiger Stalwarts Play Their Last Clemson Gridiron Game Saturday

TOM MOORER

STEVE MOORE

WALTER

COX

CARL BLACK (ALT. CAPTAIN)

WISTER JACKSON

WALTER OKUROWSKI

BANKS McFADDEN

LOYELL (SHAD) BRYANT

JOE PAYNE (CAPT.)
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Freshmen Have Their Say
On The Ring Situation
The freshman class (200 interested
freshmen, anyway) met Monday night, became very excited over the "ring situation"
and voted to ask the Board of Trustees to
decree that Clemson rings may be bought
only in the senior year.
What a noble gesture on the part of those
freshmen.
Word comes to the Tiger too that this
"noble" group has an orator. He may be
able to sway the trustees. And if he does
the Tiger would suggest that he be commissioned to sway the alumni association,
and maybe its president, Mr. BUDDY THORNHILL, of Charleston, who insists that
"sweet scented blondes" can influence students anytime, anywhere.
Seriously, Clemson students considering
this ring business must consider first, the
real issue involved: is the Clemson ring a
class emblem or a symbol of graduation at
Clemson—like a diploma.
If it is the former the students want,
then let things be. Certainly the ring, as
it is distributed today (first semester, junior year) is nothing more than a class emblem.

Oratory Is Worth While
Among the few awards offered to Clemson students is the Trustee's Medal for oratory. This medal was not awarded last year
because there was no donee.
In a student body as large as ours, with
as many able speakers as we have there
should be greater interest in oratory.
We are all aware that the men who are
lea'ders in business and government are
the men who are able to express themselves lucidly and forcefully, who are able
to sell themselves and their ideas to superiors and business associates.
The Calhoun Forensic Society and the
varsity debate and forensic teams offer an
excellent opportunity for speech training.
—J. J. L.

Doc' Taylor's Morsels
"Doc" TAYLOR, always an old stand-by
of the Tiger's "By Their Words" editor,
was exceptionally rich during a lecture on
SHAKESPEARE'S Romeo and Juliet Tuesday
afternoon.
Some prize morsels, worthy of any paper's editorial columns:
"When a woman is behind you, your
worry is what she is saying about you"
"Being an old bachelor myself and naturally neyer worried with the disobedience of my own children, I may not be qualified to speak on this subject. But I have
spent my life managing other peoples'
children, and 1 don't think 'bad' children
are entirely the fault of the parents."

THANKFUL THANKSGIVING—
Some things we are thankful for:
1. Football games instead of wars.
2. Our girls.
3 Good warm homes, and three meals a
day.
4. Thanksgiving.
5. A good football team.
What we hope to add to this list next
1. Better conditions for our tenant farmers.
2. A completed field house.
3. More and better hospital facilities.
4. Still more improvement in college
equipment, faculty.

Sportsmanship Is Clemson
Watchword, Pearce Writes
president of the Junior class
and a prominent member of the Clemson
football team, in a note to the Tiger this
week, lamented the fact that some "few".
Clemson students acted in what he called
"an unsportsmanlike" manner at the Furman-NC State football game in Greenville
last week.
Said ROY, in part " . . .there were freshmen bragging about how they pulled for
NC STATE against a neighbor and school
of our own state! That's bad. Rivalry between Clemson and Furman is OK, but it
shouldn't go so far as to make the student bodies of the two schools bitter
against each other. Cheering for the home
team is fine, and plenty of it is finer. It
should be confined to the football field.
"Backing Clemson doesn't mean shouting and pulling for the team alone," ROY
continued in his note, "it means being
REAL CLEMSON SPORTS under all conditions. I think we should always stick behind our home state teams, and regardless of what—be good sports. There's nobody in the school who wants to beat Furman (in football) worse than I, but I hold
nothing against that school. I know plenty
of fellows there and they are as good as
I know anywhere."

TALK
OF THE

ROY PEARCE,

Clemson And Furman's
Students Are On The Spot
The following editorial, headed STUDENT
RIVALRY, appeared in a recent issue of
the Greenville Piedmont:
The "heated rivalry" which exists between Furman and Clemson often to the
extent of "bitterness and ungentlemanliness" is "beyond" the ken of The Hornet,
Furman student weekly.
The observation comes on the heels of
the state college press association convention at Clemson, where the Furman and
other delegations were "royally treated",
and on the eve_of the annual gridiron
classic between the Tigers and Hurricane.
That game, The Hornet intimates, has
been marred more times in the stands than
on the, playing field, where the "battle"
belongs.
This much is true: the exemplary conduct of 99 per cent of Clemson's 2,200 cadets and of Furman's 500 men students' is
not only nullified but unfairly overshadowed by the ill behavior of a handful.
Every student body has a few undesirables. All colleges recognize that fact. At
Clemson for years the cadet officers on
the eve of every student excursion to a
football game or similar assembly have reminded their charges of the ideals and
traditions for which their uniforms stand.
"If you are determined to misbehave,
get out of uniform. If you can't be a gentleman the onus must fall on you, not on
the school." That has been the gist of the
oft-repeated appeal to those few in whose
nature it is to "shine", the few on every
campus who unfortunately in a few minutes can tear down what their fellows earnestly have spent years in building.
Similar action has been taken from time
to time at Furman.
Mob psychology enters the picture. The
misbehaving collegian is usually in a group.
He has an audience.
Far be it from us to attempt to suppress high spirits, particularly on as auspicious an occasion as the Clemson-Furman
game. It is a fine signt, a thrilling sight,
to see hundreds of enthusiastic spectators
championing their teams.
It is all in the way one goes about it.
In the minds of many a football fan,
Clemson and Furman students are "on the
spot" this year. People are beginning to
regard what The Hornet calls "bitterness
and ungentlemanliness" as a more or less
accepted phase of the Thanksgiving season game.
We don't. And we hope the students will
bear us out Saturday.
Under the heading "Prime Egoist—The
College Editor: His Wisdom, His Nerve, His
Good," the Duke University Chronicle last
week printed the following editorial:
Seekers after Bachelor of Arts degrees
are generally presumed to think rather well
of their own opinions, but of all these, the
ones most likely to think themselves qualified to decide all problems irrevocably are
the group which edit college newspapers.
College editors are only too eagerly disposed to sitting down to a typewriter and
filling the space which by definition is the
leading article in the paper. Be it football,
education, politics, moral standards, the doings of the President of the United States,
Communism, Democracy, Nazism or any
other subject that may call for expert analysis and presentation, there is seldom any
hesitation. And once an editor's opinions
appear in black and white there is no recall; once printed, his views are to be defended to the last ditch. Let the critics
howl—the editor has the final word.
It takes a lot of the most provoking kind
of nerve to fill a column each issue with
solutions of campus problems and world
affairs. But there is no alternative, and the
editor soon finds it fairly easy to rattle his
judgments for reader consumption. Most
men of less experience would shrink at the
thought of it.
Nevertheless, it seems impossible that any
group of men could have so much wisdom
to spout on so many different subjects, and
it is needless to say that they don't. We
think it a good idea to say so in public
print, if only for our own good.
More specifically, in regard to such gliblylabeled subjects as "administration sponsored clip joints" and "totalitarian bureaucracy" our letter-writers must take our
comments for what they are worth. The
Chronicle can only state what it believes
and offer solutions based on the statements of respected authorities.
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TOWN
WHY FIGHT FURMAN?
Long known as a friendly school,
Clemson is fast gaining the reputation
of being
THE
friendly
school. Contrasted with regrettable
episodes of past Clemson-Furman —that we all like Capt. Crews, i they certainly deserve all we can
games is Clemson's Blue Key Fra- but'we are unable to figure out give them.
Oscar Says
he's so
ternity banquet held in the mess what he's holding that
—that its hats off to Harcombe for
hall last night, honoring student proud of.
another of those bountiful feasts.
Oscar Says
and faculty leaders from Furman.
Oscar Says
This is another definite step for- —That little is heard from "Bull
ward in Improving the relation- dog" Henry since the P. C. Dances, —that to "Peggy" at W. C. U. N.
and Oscar -approves
because a C. he says he ain't dead nor disships between the two schools.
interested and if she's interested
LET FOOTBALL BE FOOTBALL reformation was needed.
in a date for next week-end just to
Oscar Says
The cause of .the animosity be—that Capt. Forrester will either wrte Oscar and let him know what
tween Clemson and Furman is quite
a puzzle. The two schools have need a half-sole or a new pair of time she'll be here and what she's
driving.
nothing in common, the entire or- boots before Christmas.
Oscar Savs
Oscar Says
ganization and setup — scholastic,
sub-Colonel
Litftlejohn
social, and extra-curricular—of each —that he" sees by the paper that —that
Buck
Beach's
colt.
Bob
Ariail,
is
blamed it on car sickness, but that
being so completely different from
turning
lcose
the
first
issue
of
his
Oscar heard about those two drams..
the other as to offer no grounds
Oscar Says
for quarreling, except on Thanks- almanac soon and it better be good.
Oscar Says
that BO-RAT-Kolb proved himgiving day. And even then the turn —that the by-word
is "on to ge]f a man when he came out of
that this particular football situa- Greenvlle;. and another Ti er vlc,
tion has taken really offers no tory and next week it'll be on to it in time to drill last Saturday.
x
Oscar Says
grounds for a fight. We realize and ' Miami and the Orange Bowl.
—that he let one slip by him last
the Furman students realize that
week
that he" really thinks BILL
when one team guns for another ! _that in spite of the fact that BRADY is a right guy.
for a whole season, even if the first j his faller is a game warden, "Boo"
Oscar Says
team beats the other, that is no j Lachicotte bagged $5,000 worth of —that its rumored that Col. Alex
HOMECOMING ORIGINATED AT jlp!
indication of who is the better.
j summer ducks last week-end.
THE U.OF ILLINOIS IN 1910/ ^wB*
has a barber-shop tenor, and that
So, if there is no cause for figh- j
0fI,al. Says
he, Oscar, would like nothing beting, why fight? is the question be- I—that O. K. McCartney's little af- ter than a serenade from the
ing asked on both campuses. Now j fajr m Anderson ended very ab- hill some evening. Bouton, et al
a step has been taken in the right j ruptly when her cle man found would make good nuslc tney al_
direction, it should be easy to ; out Alewne doesn't live there any ways do
and while he's en the
make a valuable friend of a one- m0re.
subject Col. Alex and Honorary
time foe.
-Oscar Says
Colonel of the past, Peg, are getTHANK YOU, MEMPHIS
j —that Don May has passed his ting all mixed up in things, it
First - hand information from ! crisis and appears to be in high ft seems, and he, Oscar, promises
Memphis indicates that it is one j spirits again.
he won't tell young Cork a thing
Oscar Says
town that is all for
Clemson—
Oscar Says
football team, senior platoon, and —that Vincent refuses to drive and j —that people at the Grill counted
all. The boys were treated royally the gal won't park, which leaves j red noses Saturday
night and
by the hotels and restaurants, were only Dixon and we can't see what found that the "rat" delegation
the
latter
has
to
gain.
guests of the peabody hotel at the
from Co. L-2 guzzled beer more
Oscar Savs-*
"Skyway" where Ted Fiorita and —that Big Job
Turner and Billy and faster than all others and
his orchestra were playing, were Law were among the disappointed Oscar wasn't at all surprised to
given a free show at Memphis'
find "Bunny" Lee right in midst
first-run theater, and were special jitterburgs which the KKK hast- of those "rats".
ened out of Greenville Sunday
By KENNETH CRIBB
guests at a dance given at SouthOscar Says
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF HAVING EACH CLASS
western university Saturday night. night.
—that he hates to be putting Sco0=car Says
During the
latter an announce- —that Richard Bryant almost be- tia the Moocher's name 'in this
GO TO CHAPEL SEPARATELY?
J. Q. Lever (sophomore) "It's a it's a good idea, because each class ment was made that "Clemson men came involved in matrimony Sat- column again cause it takes the
good idea when you
don't have is able to devote more time to his need no introduction" ... all this urday night, but things just didn't space away from some decent, dein the face of defeat. That's what work out.
serving young student,
"but last
room for all of them to meet to- individual business."
Oscar Says
week's happenings just can't be
Andy Gramling (Sophomore) "I we call true Southern Sportsmangether."
ship.
And
we
hope
that
some
day
—that we've been told that the overlooked. He, Oscar, might add
I
Bobby Watson (Freshman)
"I think it's a pretty good idea.
is over that Prof. Bell's been inquiring
never did get
to sit down-stairs we may have the opportunity to Dreisbach-Perry romance
think it's a good idea."'
and that he just joined the air about a permit to carry a gun.
last year. And, too, we don't have reciprocate.
Alex Graham (Senior) "Its not to go to chapel as much."
corps to forget it all.
Oscar Says
the best idea,
but it is the only
Oscar Savs
—that that cute young
thing
Stakes Boland (Junior) "It gives es for your continued success, I am,
—that we surely could use a one named Rogers who lives on "over
thing that can be done because of
Cordially yours,
each class a chance to discuss its
day extension on the Christmas the Rhyne's" staff might have
the limited seating capacity."
L. B. S.
own problems, and everybody can
holidays in order to see Clemson something after all. His Winthrop
Ed Cuttino (Junior) "I like it, sit down."
in action at the Orange Bowl.
lass took to the bed for a week
because I don't really belong
to
E. H. Burgess (Sophomore) "It's
WE SHOULD WRITE
Oscar Says
after
a week-end
with
the
any class,
and I don't have to okay."
Dear Sir:
—that some of Clemson's
finest young'un.
meet chapel."
J. S. Garrison (Senior) "I think
Imagine my delight on reading i men are sittng n the north end
Says
J. R. Stephens (Freshman)
"I it's a good idea."
this column this morning.
You I of tne mess hall tonight and that —That it is aOscar
lucky thing the band
believe it's the best idea."
J. K. Waits (Freshman) "It's a can't because I'm up here almost a
and the senior platoon were off
Goody Thomas (Sophomore) "I very good idea. It gives them
a thousand miles from
dear
old
last week and didn't see the FUthink it is a good idea because the good chance to know each other Clemson where people look at you
NCState game. Those
little tots
discussions ot each class will not better.
queerly when
you
mention the
from King's Mountain were both
interfere with those of the other ...,G. W. Dunn (Freshman)
"It's name and say, "What is Clemsoldiers and musicians and would
classes."
okay. It would be too crowded the son?" But there it was, and it was
turn our cracked platoon's faces
J. R. McRae (Freshman) "I think other way."
written by the Sports Editor of the
plenty red.
largest circulating
newspaper in
""
Oscar Says
America. At first I unbuttoned my
—that everybody knows that John
By GEORGE GOBLET
to debate South Carolina policies vest to keep it from bursting with
Christopher and Chippy
Moore
is next to . useless. National poli- the swelling of my pride, and
drew back a nubb on their rounds
cies, it must be understood, are caught myself just in time to keep
of the campus last week-end but
FIVE YEARS AGO
from nudging my
stray-hanging
somewhat different.
neighbor on the subway to let him
Robert F. Scott, first sergeant of only time will tell what they drew
Thus
far
agreement
with
the
TO AND FROM
I went to Clemson. F Co. will leave for Washington, back in Seneca.
editorial is simple enough.
With know that
Oscar Says
Then
the
feeling
sort of passed D. 0, next week to receive at the —that Balfour
the statement that the Republican
Foster did
some
away.
There
was
a
tingle
left
and
hands
of
General
John
J.
Pershing
party is a symbol for conservatism
fancy rationalizing for his uncle,
it
kept
growing
until
it
wouldn't
the
Pershing
Medal,
given
annualand reactionism I take issue. Vicethe Mayor who did
not write
(Editor's Note: Letters to and
President
Garner, Carter Glass, rest. It kept wanting to know, ly to the best drilled C. M. T. C. any letter.after all.
from Tom Clemson, concerning
"WHAT
DOES
THAT
MEAN?".
trainee
in
the
4th
corps
area.
Senator George, Tydings, Byrd of
ANYTHING within reason, will
J. Roy Cooper, associate secreVirginia, among
others, are all Therefore—this letter.
be printed weekly. All ClemFirst of all, that Sports Editor tary of the 'Y', has Just returned
conservative,
and are all Demoson students and friends are
crats. The Republican
party is writes for a newspaper in a city from a trip to the University of
Invited to contribute. Names
where there are four major col- Illinois where he studied the accomposed
of
liberal
and
conservamust be signed to letters before
leges with good football teams and tivities of that institution.
tive
elements,
as
is
the
Democratic
*:*
they are printed, but they will
whose combined
enrollment will
The Tiger, local campus newspaparty.
be withheld on request of the
make
Greenville's
population
look
per, received first place at the anThe brand of reactionism is abcontributor. Contributions must
surd. Can it be said that any ma- like a settlement. He has plenty of nual convention ot the South Carobe short and to the point (not
material
right
here.
But
he
paid
lina Collegiate Press association.
jor political group today advocates
over 250 words) and they must
return to the "good old days," ex- Clemson a compliment. He is up The editor ■ of the winning paper
be in the Tiger office no later
here where there are plenty of was George Chaplin.
cept such part of the old days that
than the Sunday morning beconsisted of safe nd sane govern- good teams just outside of New
fore publication of the followYork. Yet, he dug way down in
TEN YEARS AGO
mental policies?
It seems hardly the deep South and said something
ing week's
Tiger
Friday
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, director of
necessary to point out that con- about a team which I have heard
evening).
ED SCHMIDT
necting the present day Republi- referred to as "little Clemson" that resident teaching in the Agricultural department, was elected seccan party
with carpet baggers any college
MY-MY
MAUD by Richard Lee Strout
would love to hear
retary of the resident teaching sec- Macmillan Co., $3.50 College library,
smacks strongly of reactionism.
Dear Tiger Staiif:
about their team. And this editor
Will anyone interested in form- said it with no hope of increasing tion of the association of land grant
Of all the assignments we've ever
On the jacket, a picture of a
colleges in Chicago last week. Dr. pretty girl of the gay old '80's. and
a Young Republican Club his paper's
had the most enjoyable one was the ing
circulation, nor any
Calhoun
has
been
a
member
of
the
please
communicate
with
me.
assignment you gave us last week
above that a sentence: "A discovery!
hope of increasing his
reading
Clemson faculty
for twenty five One of the most intelligent, enC. C. ELPHICK.
—to be hostesses for the Press conpublic. I believe he said it because
years.
vention.
trancing and outrageous little flirts
he thinks
Clemson has a fine
BADMINTON?
Clemson's proudest possession, the who ever "told all" to her private
Your convention was a huge sucfootball team, and believe me, sir,
Tom Clemsoh:
new field house, was effectively journal." How could I help picking
cess! Everyone is sure of that!'And
I think so too.
Couldn't we get badminton startchristened last week with an en- UP the book and skimming through.
we'll never forget the fun we had.
Now,
what
I'm
getting
at
is
this.
The little bit we did to help you ed around this school? I know that Clemson
is sticking
it's head joyable dance given by the Junior The skimming developed into inout was
twice-doubled
in the there should be a lot of people through the map. We want to reach Dancing club.
tense and interesting reading.
splendid time you showed us. If around here interested in playing. down and help put it through and
America's Maud Rittenhouse was
A Badmintoner
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
you ever have need of hostesses
a gay, pert little thing with a mind
put it on the map. We want it
again, we
will be more
than
Plans are being made for a con- all of her own and high and vigrecognized in a second. Now these
LIKES ALMEIDA
pleased to serve you.
writers aren't going, to keep this cert orchestra here. Members of the orous determination to mould her
Dear Sir:
Congratulations on having such
I have read with considerable sort of thing up. They'll do it every band have decided to form a much boy friends into a pattern of mana fine Tiger! You certainly de- interest the November 9th issue of now and then when we have
a needed concert orchestra which will hood worthy of her, and her afserved to win first place!
THE TIGER. It is a fine job and good team or play a good game. be organized mainly for the plea- fection alone. Maud never allows
Sincerely,
the editorial staff is to be con- \Vhat we've got to do is cash in on sure of the corps, qoncerts will be one to forget that in the 1880's one
Thelma Hicklin
gratulated, so please accept my breaks like this and enlarge on given at least once a month and had principles but one also had
Sooky Littlejohn
them. I believe this remark would more often if enough interest is instincts. It is the conflict of the
v;iy warm "pat on the back."
principles and instincts which make
Peg Williams.
It shows shown.
This issue and the one immedi- carry good down there.
Sloan's store, which has served our Maud a rare girl indeed.
ately preceding had several ar- that we are mentioned up here in
Reading of Maud's many affairs,
Clemson students for years, was
DOES THE TRICK
ticles and stories on the trip New York.
Dear Tom:
Another thing. Saturday I listen- completely destroyed by fire last comic, tragic, and otherwise, takes ■
to Washington and Annapolis, but
In a recent Tiger was printed a I have yet to see any reference to ed to Bill Stern, one of the two Saturday night. It is thought that you back to the late '80's and early
letter asking that something be a young man whose work on the best known sports announcers on the fire was caused by a careless '90's when life was lived to a vastly
done about the way cadets act in afternoon of October 28th to my the radio, when he broadcasted the match. The loss is estimated at different tempo. In her dairy, besides her love affairs are described
the theatre. No one cadet seems to mind deserves
editorial recogni- Texas A. & M— S. M. U. game. $25,000. A new building is being
many other outstanding periods of
have done anything about it, but tion.
During his broadcast he made tr» planned.
Maud's life. Her triumphs and her
the whole group of picture-going
I refer to Cadet Almeida, one remark that Texas A. & M. was
TWENTY YEARS AGO
failures, her teachings and her
cadets have showed a marked im- of your very able cheer-leaders. the only R. O. T. C. school in the
Captain H. F. McFeely, former writings. But best of all is the deep
provement in their manners. May- There was a small group of Clem- U. S. outside of West Point where
be someone did read the article, son Cadets, possibly ten or fifteen, the senior class ran the school ex- commandant of the Clemson corps, insight of her personality. Her individuality is so fascinating that it
and needed only to be reminded of seated
close to the
writer in cept, of course, the classes. I know receives a new post. Capt. McFeely
other people's view of their be- Thomp Stadium that memorable better. Clemson does and it would has been transferred to Fort Mc- becomes again real. One gets to
havioi, to make them conform to afternoon, -and what their cheers take only a few letters from you Dowell, Angel Island, California. know Maud pretty well before the
the rules of polits society.
lacked in volume, by contrast with boys down there telling him dif- While here Capt. McFeely gained last chapter.
Because it is true, the entrancing
The Tiger is to be commended two thousand Midshipmen across ferent (and a few extra unusual many friends among the students
for its part in helping correct this the field, was made up in sinceri- points about Clemson) to make him and local people. The entire corps personality of Maud Rittenhouse
make him joins in wishing Capt. McFeely a holds the reader in sincere apprecondition, and the cadets are to ty and persistence that would not think about us and
ciation until the end.
Clemson conscious. Maybe when he "Bon Voyage".
be congratulated for their appre- be denied.
Maud -is a product of America and
The students in the school ot
ciation of the facts pointed out to
It was soort
evident that this had something to say about anthem and their prompt response. It small group led by Almeida had other college some time he would Electrical Engineering held their through her true diary she gives
is very encouraging.
captured the hearts and sympa- remember Clemson and say, "Ex- regular meeting last week. Many in- back far more than she ever took
Sincerely,
thies of all seated near them, ex- cept Clemson College. They have teresting topics were discussed, in- from life.
—J. E. S.
cepting the most rabid of Navy the only Infantry Brigade in the cluding High Tension of TransmisE. W. Cooler.
More books on aviation for Clemrooters. Their gentlemanly conduct R. O. T. C." or some such remark. sion and the History of the First
son's flying cadets: "The New CaYou see it's very gratifying to Incandescent lamp.
AT AIN'T SO!
and spirit of fair play, coupled with
Ne winstitution forms here. The det System of Ground school TrainDear Tom Clemson,
their fierce loyalty to the team, me to know all tnese things about
In last week's Tiger an editorial, to my mind exemplified that Clem- j the best school in the old U. o., Fort Hill Bank, recently organized ing", by Leslie L. Thorpe, v. 1. Aerowith all the smug complacency of son Spirit and is worthy of edi- I but one man's word doesn't carry here, will be open to the cadets for dynamics; v. 2. Materials, Construcvery far in this country. What we deposits. In the past the. boys have tion and Rigging; v. 3. Engines, Igan overwhelming majority, gave torial comment.
If you should be so kind as to need is a whole-hearted pitching had to keep their money in their nition, etc; v. 4. Navigation.
its paternal blessing to the Re"Elements of Practical Aerodynarooms. The bank will be a safe,
publicans of Clemson. I, as a Re- follow my suggestion please retrain in on these opportunities.
When we beat the Navy, one of convenient place and will be open mics" by Bradley Jones..
publican, agree
with the Tiger from making any personal refer"Simple Aerodynamics and th«
that an opposition party is to be ence. I would prefer that my name the writers in the New York Times for the use of the cadets and the
Airplane" by C. C. Carter.
people of Clemson and Calhoun.
——Turn To Page 3
desired. However, for a Republican not be mentioned. With best wish-
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Clemson Water Is Fit For Anybody, Bacteriologist Aull Says
"Rat" Class Votes To Insist
On Rings Their Senior Year

Carneigie Society Given $750
For Music Room, More Records
The Carnegie Music Sooiety this
week received $750 from the college contingency fund for the contraction of a music
room to
louse the Carnegie music outfit
tnd record library.
According to Dave Watson, superintendent
of
buildngs
and
grounds who will be in" charge of
;he work, preparation
of the
marters will begin immediately. A
itore room in the basement of
•,he library building has been giv;n for this use and( wll be renovated and made
soundproof. A
xiodern interior finish and furnishings will be added. '
This project was made possible
largely through the efforts of Dr.
Enoch W. Sikes, president, and
Professor John Paul Lucas, sponsor for the music society.
Since the receipt of the costly
squipment which the society now
has from the Andrew
Carnegie
foundation it has been kept in the
forensic society hall in the Main
building. The removal of these fixtures to the new quarters will return the hall to the forensic society for their exclusive use.
John Harvey, president of the
group said today, "We are indeed
glad to receive such excellent accommodations for our organization,
and we feel that this will do much
to advance our program of fostering music appreciaton groups here
on the campus. We are planning
to extend invitations
to
music
clubs at Anderson college and G.
W. C. to share programs with us
In our new club room."

Former Locals
Playing For
Army And C. U.
Harry. Heffner and Joe Guyton,
Jr., both former students at the
local high school, are playing football for West Ppint and Catholic
University respectively.
Heffner, son of Captain Pete
Heffner, former member of the
Clemson military staff and coach
under Josh Cody, is starring for the
Military Academy at half-back this
year. He caught the tying touchdown pass in the Army's recent
game with Penn State.
Guyon, a full blooded Chippewa
Indian, has been outstanding on
the brilliant Catholic U. team. He
is the son of Georgia Tech's famous All-American star, Joe Guyon. His father also coached here at
Clemson under Josh Cody.

Ross Takes Over
Forestry Post
Charles R. Boss, of Lincolnton, N.
O, has been appointed assistant
extension forrester,
it was announced by Director D: W. Watkins
of the Extension service early this
week. Ross will have headquarters
at Clemson in the office of Extension Forester M. H. Bruner and
will carry on the work of promoting better farm forestry.
Mr. Ross graduated from Weaver
Junior college in North Carolina
and took his bachelor of- science
degree in forestry at the University
of Georgia in 1931.
Yale University has more endowment per student than any
other U. S. college or university.

FOR SALE:
Virginia Tidewater Fruit Cake
MRS. T. D. WATKINS
Seneca, S. C.
Phone 384

Tom Clemson
Con't From Page 2
made a few untrue remarks about
Clemson. He received so many letters of correction with the few extra remarks that he wrote a whole
column about Clemson and took
back all the things he had said
wrong. That's what I'm trying to
put over. We need to cash in on
these few and far between mentionings we get. We can't leave it
all to Joe Sherman. We've got to
get in there and let them know just
what we're made of. I'll bet a few
postcards of thanks to Jimmie
Powers of the News from Clemson
boys would be a good reason for
his writing \is up big.
Now don't think I've got a notion
that we'll go to the Rose Bowl just
because this man says it's his personal choice. Weve got to beat Furman yet, but if Mr. Powers thinks
that's a good choice, then I don't
think there's a single Clemson man
who will disagree with him. And
I also think that there are very
few Clemson MEN who will NOT
write him and tell him that they
agree with him.
My card
is in the mail. How
about yours?
Yours for a better known
Clemson,
E. Houston FULLER
Class of '38

Prof. Tells Of
Activities With
Power Authority
By MAYNARD PEARLSTINE
Dr. F. D. Alexander, professor of
psychology, told the Clemson Fellowship club about his experiences
with the Tennessee Valley Authority at the local civic club's meeting Tuesday.
Dr. Alexander was for three years
with the social and economic research division of TVA.
In his speech he discussed briefly the program of the T. V. A.
and the studies the authority has
made in the Tennessee Valley drainage basin to provide a basis on
which social and economic planning
may be used.
Dr. Alexander said, ''I participated in the employee's labor organization and found it to be an organization that improved working
conditions and gave the employes
a sense of job security."
His research work at T. V. A. included population sutdy in the drain
age basin and studies of families
who were forced to move as a result of reservoir development.
"This group of studies revealed
the low economic and social conditions of families in the basis and
hence the necessity for the Tennessee Valley Authority," he said.
In conclusion Dr. Alexander said,
"The T. V. A. is incouraging industrial democracy in dealing with employes."
He further stated that his experience with the T. V. A. indicates a
complexity in government affairs in
these times, and gave special attention to patience as the government attempts to plan our very complex social and economic life.
He especially emphasized the educational development of socialized
individuals with a point of view to
prepare them for a part in an organization such as the T. V. A.

WELCOME TIGERS!
TO A GOOD PLACE

SANITARY CAFE
South Carolina

Greenville,

Sunday Midnite Show Nov. 26
RIVOLI
THEATRE
GREENVILLE

MONDAY

TUESDAY

"5 Came Back"
—From Jungle Death—
Chester Morris, John Carradine

At a meeting attended by ap
proximately 200 Freshmen in the
college chapel Monday night, the
class voted almost to a man to
petition the Board of Trustees to
designate the senior year as the
time for them to get their rings.
A very heated discussion preceeded the vote, and Freshman G. L.
Stanton made a plea in favor of
the motion. His speech was received with applause and rebel yells.
DeWitt Ross ana Jimmie Lever
addressed the group at the request
of the class president, George Coble, and commended the class on

DISC-OVERY
By WALKER
Hal Kemp-Victor
LILACS IN THE RAIN
THE GIRL WITH THE PIGTAILS IN HER HAIR
LILACS—sweet—Kemp's smooth
style—Nan Wynn vocal. PIGTAILS
—swingy novelty with distinctive
T. Dorsey—Viptor Swing Classic
NIGHT GLOW
STOMP IT OFF
GLOW—swing very soft, subtle
and slow. STOMP—composed and
arranged by Sy' Oliver, former
trumpeter and arranger with Lunceford. This tune contains much
Lunceford—definitely swing.
New Friends of Rhythm—Victor
Swing Classic
RIFFLV RAFF
YORKSHIRE PUDDING
An outfit composed of former
symphony musicians who play swing
for pleasure. Instrumentation: 2
violins, viola, cello, bass, guitar, and
harp. RIFFIN, is Joachim Raff's
Cavatina, and PUDDING is Londonderry Air. Both are swung subtly and smoothly. Highly recommended if you like this type of
music.
Artie Shaw—Bluebird
MANY DREAMS AGO
IF WHAT YOU SAY IS TRUE
Two more sweet tunes from
Shaw. Dreams—m e d i u m slow—
good Helen Forrest Vocal. WHAT
SAY—slightly faster—Tony Pastor
vocal.
Eddie DeLange—Bluebird
MY CAT FELL IN THE WELL
OLD HEART OF MINE
STOP! IT'S WONDERFUL
JIMINY CRICKET
Four good sides by a band that is
greatly underrated. CAT has one
of those double-talk vocals that is
good in either direction. HEART
and STOP show up the band to
advantage, and both contain Elisse
Cooper vocals.
The Cats and the Fiddle—Bluebird
NUTS TO YOU
KILLLV JIVE
Originally released as a "race"
record, this is a real "hot". Both
sides are solid.
Jelley-Roll Morton—Bluebird
HIGH SOCIETY
I THOUGHT I HEARD BUDDY
BOLDEN SAY
Two more sides by Victor's ace
Dixie combination. Both are old
New Orleans jazz tunes. This record highly recommended to those
who like and can appreciate Dixie.
The Smoothies—Bluebird
IT'S FUNNY TO EVERYONE
BUT ME
MYRTLE
This trio made its debut with F.
Waring, but now doing fine on
own. FUNNY — slow and sweet.
MYRTLE—somewhat faster, and
swings nic»ly.
Will Bradley—Vocation
MEMPHIS BLUES
OLD DOC YAK
A fine new band featuring the
solid drumming of Ray McKinley,
formerly with J. Dorsey.
Both
sides very good with BLUES preferable.
Glenn Miller—Vocalion
DIPPER MOUTH BLUES
-DOIN' THE JIVE
These two sides recorded before
Miller's sudden rise and showe that
he has always had a good band and
only needed breaks to put him on
top. DIPPER is an old King Oliver
killer-diller that is done up right
by Glenn and his boys.
Cab Calloway—Vocalion
TWEE-TWEE-TWEET
FOR THE LAST TIME I CRIED
OVER YOU
TWEE—fast^one of those numbers full of Cab's vocaling. LAST—
medium tempo—nice tune, and contains several solos that set off the
whole record.
Gene Krupa—Columbia
ALL DRESSED UP SPIC AND
SPANISH
I LIKE TO RECOGNIZE THE
TUNE
DRESSED—medium fas t—good,
Irene Day vocal and fine Corky
Cornelius trumpet ride.
LIKE—
slower—another good I. D. vocal.
She has a solid voice.
Duke Ellington—Columbia
BOUNCING BOUYANCY
A LONELY CO-ED
The finest of all bands is still
on top. Two contrasting tunes from
the pen of the maestro. BOUNCING really bounces. Co-Ed is beaur
tiful. In slow tempo, it features
an Ivy Anderson vocal, and a fine
trumpet solo by Rex Stewart.
1

PROMINENT GRADUATES—Marion A. Savage and T. F. Barton,
both graduates of the class of 1906, are now executives of the
General Electric Company. Mr. Barton who has twice won the well
known Charles A. Coffin Foundation award for outstanding contributions to electrical engineering, is assistant general manager
of the New York branch of General Electric Company. Mr. Savage,
is also a winner of the Coffin Award and the famous Lemme Medal.

Aviation Books
Added To Local
Library Shelves
BY MISS DREWRY
ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN
Aviation now being a reality at
Clemson and a by-word for the
ambitious and adventuresome cadets,
the college library has gone to some
extent to secure texts and research
material for the 'flying cadets".
Your government in Washington
creates for American youth's benefit a wealth of material on avation,
and the library, being a full depository, receives these publications of
the federal government which are
concerned with aeronautics or things
pertaining to aviation.
The National Avisorary Committee for Aeronautics supervises and
directs scientific study of problems
of flight with a view to their practical solution, and determines the
problems which should be experimentally attacked. It also directs
and conducts research and experiment on the more fundamental
problems.
The committee's technical reports
are studies resulting from research
and investigations. They are indexed in the industrial arts index. Example of these reports are: Design
of N. A. C. A. cowlings for radial
air-cooled engines, general airplane
performance. In these technical
memoranda published by the' committee are many articles translated
from outstanding foreign magazines.
Annually the committee publishes a
Bibliography of Aeronautics. Its
first compilation covered the years
1906-16.
The Civil Aeronautics Authority
semi-monthly air commerce bulletin
is in the nature of a press bulletin,
and contains, news notes on recent
developments, regulations, notices
to airmen, new legislation, and a list
of United States air transport routes.
The authority issues a series some
of which are: Digest of the Civil
Air Regulations for Student and
Private Pilots, Primary Ground Study Manual, and Flight Instructor's
manual.
The air corps of the war department publishes the air corps news
letter which- distributes information
on aeronautics to the flying personnel in the regular army, reserve
corps, national guard, and others
connected with aviation.
The Clemson library has all these
publications on its shelves and are
so filed that the student may easily
obtain any copy and use it to his
benefit.
<

EE Seniors Tour
Belton Plant

Clemson Leaders
Attend Ag Meet
In Washington
Several Clemson deans and directors of the agricultural department
represented the college at the fifty
third annual convention of the Association of Lond Grant Colleges
which' was held at the Willard hotel, Washington, D. C, November
15-17.
Representing Clemson at the
convention were: D. W. Watkins,
director of the extension service:
G. C. Meares, assistant to the director of the extension service; Dean
W. H. Washington, of the school
of vocational education; G. E.
Metz,
representing
the president; R. A. McGinty, vice director
of the agricultural experiment station; Dean s. B. Earle, of the school
of engineering; and Dean H. P.
Cooper, of the school of agriculture.
Highlights of the program were
the talks made by Mrs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt and Secretary of Agriculture H. A. Wallace. Mrs. Roosevelt
gave a fifteen minute talk on the
need of youth education and the
valuable work being done by the
land grant colleges in America. Mr.
Wallace spoke on the conservation
and better use of land. Both of
these talks, Clemson men reported,
were both Interesting and enlightening and were enjoyed by all present.
Director Watkins discussed a paper which had been written by the
Under Secretary of Agriculture on
the place of the extension department in the new department of agriculture. Director Watkins was
elected to the committee on extension organization and policy. The
individual deans and directors each
made a short talk on the work being done in his department.
This meeting, which is held each
year in Washington or Chicago, is
the most important meeting of the
administrative officers of the land
grant colleges in the United States
and her possessions. Present at this
meeting were representatives of
every land grant college in The United States and Puerto Rico and Hawaii. The object of these annual
meetings is to discuss any possible
improvements which could be made
to the present administration of the
land grant colleges.

Deputation Team
Leads Services
At Honea Path
The Clemson deputation
team
conducted the morning church service at the Presbyterian church in
Honea. Path last Sunday. The devotional was led by Bill Autrey.
A vocal selection was rendered by
Dick Weinheimer. A. L.
Brooks
spoke on "Tragedies of War", and
Bill Wade spoke on the question,
"Inevitable or Not?"
After dinner the team, which
was accompanied on the trip by
J. Roy Cooper, went to Columbia
where they were treated to supper
toy members of the Carolina "Y".
At seven o'clock they led the vespers at Carolina. The
program
was led by Bill Wade and was in
the form of a candlelight service.
Bill Wenheimer sang two numbers.
After t.he service the team was
entertained at a tea in the lobby
of the new women's dormitory.

SHOOT
The

SHOW
By BILL WADE
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY "THE
ROARING TWENTIES" Too bad
that most of us will be unable to
see the return of James Cagney to
a first rate role in a really first
rate, action plus melodrama. Furman will undoubtedly offer all the
excitement we need for one weekend, but just in case any flu patients are released Saturday afternoon this "Roaring Twenties" will
provide plenty - of entertainment.
Besides the dynamic Cagney, Warner Brothers offers Priscilla Lane,
Humphrey Bogart, Jeffrey Lynn,
and Frank McHugh who combine
talents to make the post-war years
live again. Since "The Public Enemy" James Cagney has supplied
the ultimate in finesse to gangster
characterization and his newest effort is not an exception. The rise of
a bigshot bootlegger is used as the
background for some of the fastest
action and best dialogue of the
year. Don't worry it's a cinch for
a return showing.
MONDAY "ON YOUR TOES" Another interesting movie that is
scheduled a day too early. Vera
Zorina, much talked of and photographed star of the ballet, is
taking her first crack at celluloid
and is really making an impression.
Whether that impression is favorable to the majority of Clemson's
steady cinema attendants or not
remains to be seen. Anyhow, "the
one man wave of destruction,"
Alan Hale, is in the midst of the
whirl and adds much to the performance. Eddie Albert and Gloria
Dickson complete the cast.
TUESDAY "BLACKMAIL" Edward
G. Robinson comes to the front
again as an innocent fugitive from
a chaingang who redeems himself
by exposing an oil field fraud.
Robinson is always good as is
Gene Lockhard. The.seamy side of
the oil industry is exposed to full
view in the light of burning oil
wells.
WEDNESDAY "STRONGER THAN
DESIRE" This is a re-make of "Evelyn Prentiss" if anybody happens
to think that they have seen it before. An impossible tale of a great
lawyer's discovering his wife's image in the .eye of a dead criminal
through some protographic means
is well suited to the particular talents of Walter Pidgeon. Virginia
Bruce "gets credit for a creditable
performance as the wife of the relentless Mr. Pidgeon. It's a farfetched, but plenty entertaining.
THURSDAY "LES MJSERARLES"
No previews or plugs of any kind
except Charles Laughton.

New Industrial
Classes Formed
The vocational industrial .education department is sponsoring classes in educational psychology for
the high school graduates who are
employed in trade or industry. Mr.
L. R. Booker, itinerant teacher
trainer for S. C, will teach this
class, which has been held for the
past month, and is giving the boys
a chance to become a teacher in
a day trade school or vocational
evening class.
This is the first class of its
kind to be sponsored by the department, and if the classes prove
successful more sections will be organized. There are nineteen students enrolled in the class, which
meets each Monday night for two
hours. Each student must pay a
registration fee to the registrar.

A group of seniors of the Electrical Engineering school last week
visited the Belton Power and Light
Company's plant at Belton. This
plant is the largest diesel plant in
South Carolina for the manufacture of electricity.
The boys acquired a desire to
see the plant ttecause of a picture
in a magazine. They were shown
through the plant by Mr. Hampton
an engineer at the plant and formerly, of the United States
navy
engineering service. Said
L. E.
Woodward, "It is the most interesting, educational, and novel experience I have had, and boy, I wish
that I could take trips like that in
place of writing up electrical experiments."
The men who made the trip were
On the Ohio University campus,
On the Central Missouri State
W. L. Hicks, W. H. Bethea G. B. only 17 per cent of the students Teachers College campus, cornerGreen, N. Copeland, L. E. McAl- have no dates during an average stones of all but one campus buildpine and L. E. Woodward. .
ing bear the Masonic emblem.
month.

We Should Be
Thankful, TB
Chairman Says
W. C. Hutchinson, chairman of
the Oconee county TB Seal sale,
recently wrote the following letter
to the Tiger:
Something to be thankful for:
"Those of us who have good
health have much to be thankful
for this Thanksgiving Day. Sound
health, before wealth, even before
happiness, is the greatest gift of
the gods. Without physical wellbeing, riches mean little, and joy
and contentment can never 'be
complete.
"Soon there will be offered to us
through the mail and otherwise,
sheets of*he 1939 Christmas Seal,
the Seal to finance a* program of
tuberculosis prevention and control.
Here is an opportunity for those of
us who are enjoying good health to
insure its continuance. And here is
an opportunity to assist others to
share in that good health.
"These brightly-colored stamps
aid a cause which is concerned
chiefly with those persons who
have to count their own pennies
carefully. The money realized from
their sale is spent wisely and thriftily in fighting this dread disease.
"The Christmas Seal idea is
sound year after year. It cuts into
spending budgets but little; it decorates and makes more festive the
whole Yule season; it provides true
promise of great joy for people who
are ill and who in this stimulating
season can find little jubilance.
"Protect Your Home From Tuberculosis" is the slogan of this
year's campaign. We have come far
in the fight against the disease.
Let us be thankful that we can
help finish the job and bring the
eradication of tuberculosis within
reach."

Librarian Asked
To Recommend
Reference Books

W. B. Aull, .local bacteriologist,
this week said that all reports that
the local drinking water is unhealthful were untrue.
Said Mr. Aull, "Due to the increased amount of chlorine used
in the purification process the
taste of the water has been slightly
obnoxious; however, there is absolutely no danger of harmful effects
from drinking this water."
When queried as to the possibilities of the chlorine causing gastric
disturbances in babies and small
children, Mr. Aull explained that
there, "are none."
The usual quantity of residual
chlorine required 'in a water supply
is 0.2 parts per million, but due to
the increased danger of contamination caused by the low reserve
supply of late, the amount of chlorine used has been increased, he
said.
"The Clemson college community uses about 400,000 gallons of
water daily and this is slightly in
excess of the average per capita
consumption for the nation," Aull
stated.
"Daily tests have been run on
our water since the erection of the
filtration plant and never at anj
time has this wateer been found
unsafe," he said.

Architect Forum
For Freshmen
Is Reorganized
The Freshmen Architects have
reorganized the freshman architectural forum, started by what is now
the sophomore class. The club is
open to all freshmen in Architecture.
Meetings are held every two
weeks, one a business and the other
a social meeting during the month.
At the social meetings a professor
will be asked to talk and a program
given.
The purpose of the club is mainly social; the boys getting better
acquainted with each other and
with their professors. It also gives
the freshmen a club to get together
as they
are not eligible to become members of the Minaret
club.
The officers are as follows: President, Robert Moise; Vice President,
W. H. Cely; and secretary-treasurer, Alvie Yecko.
A committee, consisting of Yecko,
Cely and Pearlstine, was appointed
to secure a copy of the start made
on the constitution by last years
club and to finish it.
Carr and Yates were asked to
find out about cost of keys for
members of the club and any interested sophomores. Members were
asked to submit desgns for a key.
Last years president, Hemphill,
has helped to organize the forum.
The name decided upon, at the
last meeting, for the club is the
Phi Alpha Phi.
s

Miss Cornelia Graham, of the
Clemson college library, was asked
in a recent letter from A. F. Kuhlman, chairman of the Steering committee of the Southern Association
Vassar College has received speof Colleges and Secondary Schools, cial funds to finance a study of
to aid in preparing a ranked list of child behavior and normal personreference books and of periodicals ality development.
arranged by subject to be used as a
measuring rod of the holdings of
college libraries, and to serve as a
guide in building up their resources.
COME TO
~
The Dies committee will soon begin an investigation of communistic influences in U. S. colleges and
universities.

FINN HART TEA ROOM
SENECA, S. C.
For Your Thanksgiving Dinner

Before and After the Game Meet Your Friends At

PETE'S BILLIARD PARLOR
226 N. Main Street

Greenville, S. C.

BEFORE OR AFTER THE GAME, MEET YOR FRIENDS
AT

GREENVILLE PHARMACY
206 NORTH MAIN STREET

CLEMSON CORP OF CADETS
AND YOUR FRIENDS
WE WELCOME YOU TO

Leading Jewelers and Diamond Merchants
Since 1856
Greenville, S. C.

GREENVILLE FOR

Distributors for Kelly-Springfield Tires, Shell Gas and Oil
GREENVILLE, S. C.

their stand. Said Ross, "This is a
question for you to decide. I can
only express my personal opinion
and list the points in favor of the
two plans. I am somewhat reluctant to do this." Lever then explained what steps were taken last
year with regards to this problem.
"No definite action was taken on
the question of standardization,"
said Coble, "All authority for that
seems to rest with the trustees."
Rat Stanton then beat dissenters
to the draw with his motion to adjourn, which was carried overwhelmingly.

GIFT HEADQUARTERS
HALES

TIRES, INC.
U5-419 S. MAIN STREET

♦

No Reason For
Fright On Part
Of Residents

THE ANNUAL

CAROLINA SUPPLY CO.
SEE HOPE CRANFORD
ROOM 7B05 or TAPS ROOM
Aoid Last Minute Rush by Ordering
NOW!

Greenville, S. C.
"SQUAREDEAL"
Trade Mark
General Mill Supplies
Machinery, Tools, Etc.

THE PEOPLES NATIONAL
BANK

CLEMSON-FURMAN CLASSIC

Member of F. D. I. C.

I. E. SIRRINE & CO., Inc.
Engineers

Greenville,

South Carolina
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J unior Ri ngs Be On Hand In Time For A nnua i
"Best Ring Dance
Ever," President
Pearce Promises
By SENATOR LEVER
Construction has already begun
on the new oval likeness of the '41
class ring which will be the principal prop in the decorative scheme
for the colorful Ring Dance ceremony to be held December 15, the
Central Dance Association announced this week.
This year's dance promises to be
by far the largest in the short
history of this traditional ceremony
begun by the class of '39. Each
year the dance series and festivities
have been received with an ever
increasing enthusiasm and this
year will be no exception with over
300 ring orders already in. The
Jos.en company is working ah extra
shift at their Owatonna, Minn,
plants in order to have the rings
ready for delivery by December
10.
The Jungaleers, as previously announced, will play for the dance
and for the Saturday night Christmas Hop. The jungaleers have
been materially improved this year
by the addition of several outstanding musicians to their organization,
and those cadets and campus people
who have not yet heard them have
a very pleasant surprise in store.
Make your plans now to have that
best gal up to slip your ring on
your finger and . . . while the rest
of the world looks on.
Roy Pearce. chairman of the Ring
committee, when questioned today,
said that the sample ring had not
yet arrived for final approval by
the committee, but that it was expected this week.
"We met with serious opposition
when we attempted to get a stone
guarantee similar to the one enjoyed by classes of recent years,"
Pearce said, "but after several
weeks of negotiation we were able
to reach an agreement. It is unfair to expect a company to give a
life guarantee against the breakage
of stones, and a foolish business
practice for any company to offer
it; however, we feel that we were
justified in asking for a guarantee
while we are in college, and are
glad that we secured this consideration."
Favors for the dance have not
yet been decided upon, but the
contract will be let in the near
future. Representatives from HerffJones, Josten's, and the Balfour
company will be invited to show
samples and submit bids for the
favor order sometime next week.
Members
of the Animal Husbandry club and their dates last
Friday night held a barbecue supper at the Y cabin on the river.
Guests of
the sunpper were the
faculty members
of the animal
husbandary department.
Following the supper, the party
moved up to the Y clubroom where
they held a dance and informal
social.

Holiday Memo
Issued By
Commandant
The following memorandum
about Thanksgiving holidays
was this week issued by Colonel Herbert M. Pool, commandant:
The Thanksgiving holidays
will extend from the cadet's
last scheduled class on Friday
afternoon, November 24th, to
11:30 p. m., Monday, November
27, 1939.
No classes wfll be held on
Saturday, November 25th, or
on Monday, November 27th.
No departures will be authorized prior to 12:00 noon, Friday, November 27. Students
having no classes on Friday
afternoon are authorized to
leave the campus any time after
12:00 noon. Those having classes on Friday afternoon may
leave the campus after thenlast scheduled class during the
afternoon.
Except for cases of emergencies, permits will not be granted
for departure prior to 12:00
noon, Friday or for return to
the campus later than 11:30 p.
m., Monday, November 27.
Each company commander
will post a. week-end leave
roster, marked "Thanksgiving
Holidays" on the company bulletin board by Friday noon.
These leave rosters will remain
on the bulletin boards until
10:00 a. m. Saturday, November 25th, when they will be removed by the college guard and
held in the guard room. Leave
rosters will show the hour of
departure and destination.
Taps check will be made at
11:30 p. m., Monday, November
27. All absentees will be reported on company delinquency
reports and turned in to the
commandant's office prior to
9:00 a. m., Tuesday morning,
November 28.
All formations will be held
as usual through breakfast Saturday morning, November 25.
The guard will stand relieved
at 8:00 a. m., Saturday, November 25. The guard for November 27 will be mounted*
at 6:00 p. m., that date.
The mess hall will remain
open during the holiday period.
Meals will be served, beginning
Saturday noon, on the following schedule:
Breakfast—8:00 a. m.
Dinner—1:00 p. m.
Supper—5:30 p. m.
All cadets remaining on the
campus during the holidays will
turn their names into the
Commandant's Office prior to
noon, November 24.
The flag of Clark University will
be planted at the south pole by a
member of the new Byrd expedition,
i
A new course in the study of war
causes -has been instituted by the
College of New Roehelle.

HOKE SLOAN'S
"COUGA" HATS AT $1.00 AND $1.50
Regulation shirts with fused collar, all sizes.
Slacks and Sweaters (all new stock)
Arrow Tuxedo Equipment, Interwoven Socks.
Best Shoes in Town—Friendly, Crosby and Florsheim.
ARE YOU READY FOR HOMECOMING?

Williams' Talk
Takes Spotlight
At Social Meet
Dr. B. O. Williams speech on
"Farm Tenancy" was highly acclaimed by delegates to the Social
Science Federation convention held
at Winthrop college last Thursday. In the course of his talk, Dr.
Williams, with the aid of numerous charts and maps, painted a
vivid picture of economic conditions in South Carolina, and offered them as a challenge to the
student of social science in this
state.
Accompanying
Dr. Williams on
this trip were the following members of the local
Social Science
Forum: W. B. Wade, president, A.
L. Brooks, secretary, Arthur Williams, Bill McGinty, treasurer of
the state organization,
Marion
Lawton, Bob Ariail, and
Jimmy
Lever.
These men were named to various committees of the state organization: A. L. Brooks, legislative,
Bill
McGinty,
finance
(chairman),- Manny Lawton, program, and Jimmy Lever, publicity.
Other speakers on the program
were Dr. Robert E. Siebels, chairman of committee on Maternal
Welfare of South Carolina who
spoke on "Maternal Health Program of South Carolina" and Miss
Kate Bulloch, Chief, Child Welfare
Division, Department
of Public
Welfare.
Miss Elizabeth Hopper of Winthrop is president of
the state
federation.

Shannon Writes
\bout Atlanta
Tiger Activities
By C. J. SHANNON, Sect.
Atlanta Clemson Clnb
The Atlanta Clemson Club has
a membership of some one hundred forty enthusiastic Clemson
men representing almost
every
class between the years 1898 and
1939. Singularly, we have but one
father and son team. Doctor Geo.
F. Klugh, Sr. Class of 1901 and
brother of Clemson's beloved Professor W. W. Klugh who has the
distinction of never forgetting a
man's face or name, once introduced, (we cannot say about the
ladies but tl)e same is doubtless
true), and Dr. Geo. F. Blugh, Jr.
of the Class of 1928.
Our members are numbered
along the social, civic, business and
professional leaders of the city.
They are represented in practically
every major business concern in Atlanta. There are literally scores of
engineers, many salesmen, several
doctors, lawyers, architects, insurance men, agricultural specialists,
teachers, a newspaper editor, photographers, artists, chemists and a
politician or two.
The Atlanta Club is justly proud
of the fact that Iptay and the
Clemson Foundation were conceived and organized by several of its
most loyal members. Both of these
organizations have within a short
span of years become institutions
of great benefit to the college. To
Dr. Rube Fike, Milton Berry, J. E.
M. Mitchell, Al Stanford and others, in whom there' are no more
loyal Clemson Alumni, go the laurels for the inception of TPTAY
and the Foundation.
Since the writer was at Clemson
during the four long lean years
1911-15, about all he remembers
concerning football is coming to
Atlanta one Thanksgiving 'specially to see Clemson "beat Tech or
bust," and that is a very sad story
that might best be left unrelated.
The officers of the Atlanta Club
are as follows:
Ernest F. Brown—'04, President;
Dr. Geo. F. Klugh, Sr.,—'01, Vice
President, W. H. Barnwell— '03,
Vice President; C. J. Shannon—'15,
Sec. and Treas.
8
Williams College students have
voted to retain hazing as part of
I the college's fraternity program.

OIL UP
Sit
GAS UP .fV

Winthropians
Meet Here With
Clemson Leaders
A joint retreat of the Clemson
Westley Foundation council and
the Winthrop Westley Foundation
council was held at Clemson Saturday and Sunday, November 18
and 20.
Mrs. Reese Massey, the state
Westley Foundation
director of
study work and director
of the
Winthrop Westley Foundation, and
thirty Winthrop girls were here for
the week-end. Church sessions were
held Saturday evening and Sunday
morning.
The Winthrop group, under the
direction of Miss Blair Camak of
Hendersonville, had charge of the
church worship program in the
young peoples division and gave a
delightful progrm on friendship.
In the morning worship
hour
Miss Hariet Culler of Orangeburg,
president of the National Student
Movement and president of the
Winthrop
Westley
Foundation
Council, gave a talk on "What My
Summer
Experiences
Hint For
Methodistism". Miss Christine Riley and Miss Katherine Quarry sang
solos.

Barnett Speaks
To Forum Group
Major David E. Barnett, of the
military staff, spoke to the Clemson Forum Monday night on "The
Reserve Officer's Training Corps".
At the same meeting, the group admitted two of the college's prominent men to its membership. T. K.
Fitzpatrick, assistant professor of
architecture, and Dr. Carl L. Epting, member of the history department faculty, are the newly elected
men.
Membership in the Forum is limited to twenty and is composed entirely of college professors. Its work
is of the intellectual type.
John D. Lane, of the English department, is president of the group.
Dr. H. M. Brown, of the school
of General Science, is the vice-president and Frank Anderson is the
secretary.

Prof Gets Wife
Over Week-End
Professor
Therklesen,
of the
electrical engineering department,
who joined the faoulty last spring
was married at 4 p. m. Friday
by Dr B. L. Crouch,
After the wedding, Professor and
Mrs. Therklesen left for the mountains of Tennessee and North Carlina, where they spent the weekend.
Mrs. Therklesen was the former
Miss Elizabeth Ernest of Bielings,
Montana, and she Is a graduate of
Montana State University, and also
a graduate
nurse of the
New
York hospital which is affiliated
with the Cornell Medical Center.

127 E. Whltner St.

ALTMAN PRINTING CO.
Phone 160

Anderson, S. C.

THANKSGIVING
CLARK GABLE
Jeanete MacDonald,
Spencer Tracy
In

'SAN FRANCISCO"
Monday—Tuesday

The local chapter of the Future
Farmers of America elected officers
and discussed plans for the coming
year at their last regular meeting.
The officers elected are as follows: G. A. stoudemire, president;
Roy Todd, vice president; E. R.
Stewart, secretary; F. E. Wells,
treasurer; and L. E. Lanford, reporter.
The Future Farmers of America
is planning to study problems that
confront agriculture teachers as local F. F. A. advisors in public
schools. The club is also making
plans to present a play at the state
teachers meeting at Greenville this
spring-.

ROYAL CROWN
COLA

Anderson, S. C.
"Buck Barton"

CAROLINA THEATRE
GREENVILLE, S. C.

CARDS

WE HAVE 2 NEW GOOD OPEN
STOCK PATTERNS OF
SILVERWARE

PINE TREE BOOK AND GIFT SHOP
231 N. Main St.

Greenville

ECKERD'S
OF GREENVILLE
Any size roU of films developed and printed .
3c extra for mail orders
213 N. MAIN ST.

They are made in the U. S. A. for the
American House-wife.
It's Good—It's Pretty—And It Wears
Well.

25c

CUT RATE SHOE SHOP

SENECA HARDWARE CO.

115 North Main Street

SENECA, S. C.

MRS. SAM BAILES, Manager.

Richard Ruhle Refrigeration Co.

RIDE WITH US...

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES

OUR RATES ARE REASONABLE

Anderson, S. C.

Phone No. 97

FOR $25=
ALFRED T. SMITH Says ...

GREENVILLE

ALFRED T. SMITH

Rough Tweeds

Clemson to Columbia
(One Way)

$1.95

Clemson to Columbia
(Round Trip)

$3.55

CAROLINA MOTOR
BUS LINES

•In the Busy
1200 Block

ON OUR STAGE
—WED. ONLY—

BRENT

WHY?

"REMEMBER"

CHRISTMAS

ANDERSON, S. C.

with the elamorous screen star

Clemson's 2,215 Cadets Cut A Clean Figure • • •

NEHI
BOTTLING CO.

3-Button Drapes

HIT OF 1940
Revue - Extravaganza I

That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

ATTEND OUR GALA LATE SHOW SATURDAY
NIGHT AT 10:45
ROBERT TAYLOR, GREER GARSON, LEW AYRES

On Sale at the Canteen
and Everywhere Else

Several members f the agronomy
department will attend the annual meeting of the American Society of Agronomy in New Orleans
this week. They are Dr. H. P. Cooper, B. D. Cloanlnger, Dr. H. J.
Webb, Dr. Frank Moser, Dr. B .B.
Killinger, Dr. H. T. Polk, and J.
W. Jones. Dr. Cooper will present
a paper at the meetng this year.

STRAND

THE

uniforms.

The Clemson College Laundry

Cheviots

ROAD-SHOW

Tests have proven that we have the most durable

The game of football is the ultimate result of an illegal play made
by an English Rugby player m
1823.

"GOODBYE MR. CHIPS"

November 29th

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

Agronomists To
New Orleans

Phone 169

WIILLIAM C. ROWLAND CO.

To aid in eliminating
fumbles,
University of Illinois gridders wear
jersies that have strips of "stickum" cloth sewed on.

"You'll find wealth of
style and snap in our
collection of suits for fall
—Drop in and look them
over."

In

General Office

Anderson, S. C.

COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY
FOR CHRISTMAS
CHRISTMAS CARDS NOW
ON DISPLAY

ftlE ROADSIDE SERVICE STATION

Select your presents now
and lay them away for Christmas.
lYWOODQC PARISIAN
^TARSJJMODELS
Stage Shows At
3:20—6:50 and 9:15

POPULAR HAYES SADLER AL
WAYS AT YOUR SERVICE

Miss Cornelia Graham, librarian,
requests that any faculty members
not receiving the lists of new
books that are distributed weekly,
let her know so that they may get
a copy.
All books requested by the faculty have been ordered. All orders
are not yet filled, however, since
some books must be imported and
others have not been published.
"The Defense of Britain," by Liddel Hart is a very good book on
England's military role, and the
last to be written before the outbreak of war.
"Big Business and Radio," by G.
L. Archer, gives the general reader
broad information on the development of wire and radio fields.
"Furnishing with Antiques," edited by R. M. McBride, is of special
value for the more modest buyers
of antiques.
Other books received pertain to
the fields of government, debating
and agriculture.

Future Farmers
Name Stoudemire

PRINTING

For that trip to Greenville and the Long Jaunt Home
For the Thanksgiving Holiday
—At—

BY THE GREENVILLE
ANDERSON FORKS

Librarian Urges
Professors To
Voice Requests

c eremony

Anderson, S. C.

L* Q Martin
Drug Company, Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
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Nine Prominent Tiger Football Players See Last Action Saturday
Continued From Page One

Payne Is Unsung
Hero Of Year,
Thompson Says
Jimmy Thompson, sports editor
for the Greenville Piedmont, considers Joe Payne the unsung hero
of Clemson's 1939 eleven. He said
that Joe "made the supreme sacrifice".
By ARTHUR WILLIAMS
In Mr. Thompson's daily column,
On Saturday, Clemson will attempt to prove that the "The Crow's Nest", he wrote recently :
so-called Furman "jinx" is just a rumor. The Tigers, none
"If ihere is an unsung hero on
of them superstitious, feel absolutely confident that they the Clemson team, I would say
can do it.
that he is Joe Payne, heroic blocking back and captain of the Tigers.
For the first time in quite a few seasons, Clemson will | The Greenville boy is the 195-pound
not be a tremendous favorite to down the poor little down- man who goes out to meet the op- ;
trodden Furman children. Saturday the two teams will go posing caPtain and ™Us ^ ?UP
,,„.,,
,
. ,
,
,
,
„, ,,°
of the coin before the game beon the field as nearly matched as two teams can be. Shetley ; gins; he is the powerful force that!
can pass, kick and run, and so can McFadden. Shad Bryant! clears the path for such runners as
is approximately the same type player as is Pepper Martin.: McFadden, Bryant and Timmons.
"Joe Payne was a great running
The lines weigh about the same and both teams have reserve
guard, and probably would have
strength.
made All-Southern this year if
kept in that position. But the
So if the Tigers win, not a soul can yell that they should Tigers
needed a dependable blockhave won by a bigger score. If Furman wins, there won't ing back. Payne agreed to take the
be many cries about a "tremendous upset in the South assignment.
"He made a supreme sacrifice for
Carolina football race."
his team. In one of the country's

A jinx won't enter into this game. In fact, it hasn't' greatest backfieids, he has buried
entered into any of the Clemson-Furman games. The bestfe
±**?fi£L^bYll
haven't seen
him handle the' ball
team has always won. It the Purple Hurricane can play anytime this year. He squats up
good ball on Thanksgiving day, well good for them. If there just behind the line in the
Clemson can't it's just tough. So for once and all, let's do blocking position and when the ball
is snapped he tears out there ahead
away with that ugly word, and may the best team win.
of the ball carrier.
"He is a great leader, a great guy;
SHAD BRYANT has been invited to play in the annual never
complaining ■ sf his role, he
North-South game between two picked all-star teams. It's rather exults in the knowledge that
quite an honor for a really great star. Shad, by the way, he is blazing a trail for his run
mav possiblv be out of the game Saturday. He has a badly ners*. "
-J
T-C u
i
u »n i
*
J
i-:
"You mav like your McFaddens,
torn side. If he p ays, he 11 play on pure guts and gumption yoJouBryaan\S) yom. McAfees, Labut that s old stuff for the speedster, and we 11 wage that if Lanne's and others—but I like Joe
he plays he'll star.
Payne and his courage and unselfishness. When the blocking orchids
WHEN CLEMSON LICKED FURMAN A FEW YEARS | are passed out he'll surely be in the
AGO IN GREENVILLE, THE CELEBRATING CADETS list of heroes."
STAGED AN UNRULY, UNSPORTSMANLIKE RIOT
THAT LEFT A MIGHTY BAD TASTE IN THE MOUTHS
OF CLEMSON ADMIRERS WHO LIVE IN GREENVLILE.
It is the ardent hope of Clemson authorities and cadet leaders that such an incident will not be repeated. In the first
place, it's poor sportsmanship. In the second place, the previous riot was a costly one in terms of dollars and cents as
well as in terms of lost good will.

The majority of students of Clemson and Furman are
too intelligent to let such an incident be repeated. Hard
feelings between the schools have turned to feelings of
friendly rivalry, and leading students of Clemson and Furman will: gather the night before the game at a friendly
banquet.

TOUGH OPPOSITION—Two powerhouses in the
Furman Purple Hurricane's house of magic Saturday will be Roten Shetley, and Coley. Shetley Is
the man who sports writers have picked to push
Bonnie Banks McFadden for individual honors in
the renewed traditional rivalry in Furman's
Sirrine Stadium. One of the outstanding backs

Winthrop Sisters
Get Het Up Over Cubs Tie Furman
The Hockey Game In Last Grid
Game Of Season
By BILL WADE

in the south, Shetley has consistently shined as
a triplethreat man in Furman's fast backfield this
fall. Coley, powerful left end of the Hurricane,
is also exected to give the Tigers plenty of worries before the afternoon is over. A fast man on
punts, Coley is a good blocker and is a rock
in the Furman forward wall.

Rat Swimming
Champs Be Named
This Week-End
The swimming tournament to determine the champion freshman
swimming team will be completed
by the end of this week. The eight
company teams that remain in the
tournament will swim against each
other in an elimination series, and
the team ending the season unbeaten will be crowned champion.
The meets are run off in regular
intercollegiate style with a modified list of events.
Rats Plumb, Connecticut; Harrison, Columbia; Polatti, Canal Zone;
Nesbitt, Pittsburgh; and Arnette
are the most outstanding swimmers
for all the companies and show
great promise of becoming future
varsity swimmers.
Companies H-2, K-l, F-2, C-2,
K-2, C-l, L-l, and G-l, are the
remaining companies in the tournament.

A hockey stick
and a bow of
The Tiger Cubs playing their
ribbon for every girl, seems to be
the goal of Winthrop's numerous last and most crucial game of the
daughters these days, and take it current football, season battled the
from a group of Clemson Cadets Little Wind of Furman university
who know,
that status has been to a 7-7 tie here Friday afternoon
before several hundred pigskin fans
reached at the sister college.
Last week seven refugee Cadet who journeyed to Tiger Town to
If unruly demonstrations are held on the streets of Social Science Delegates stumbled witness the writing of another
Greenville, they will be the expression of bad sportsmanship into the midst of the most unus- chapter in the Furman-Clemson
on the part of a few unthoughtful boys, not a victory-in- ual and by far the noisest haven gridiron feud.
Furman drew blood early in the
of pulchritude
that can be imspired riot by the student bodies of either school.
agined. Not
since goldfish swam second quarter when Lavenct»r. afa sustained drive, circled his
In the past, South Carolina, colleges always managed into the headlines has any activ- ter
ity among college students taken own left end to cross the double
to keep two or three feuds going with sister schools. Clem- on such a determined and spirit- stripe. The try for the extra point
son hated Furman and Carolina. Carolina hated Clemson and ed atmosphere.
was good and Furman led at the
the Citadel and so on. But modern times have brought The recent feats of Banks Mc- half, 7 to 0.
Setup for the Cubs' tally came
modern logical thinking to the schools of the state. There's Fadden have nothing on the an- when
the Little Wind failed to retics
of
some
of
those
club-swinga place in our educational system for every college in South ing,
ribbon-bedecked
Winthrop port to the field on time after the
Carolina, and the recognition of that fact by students is a amazons. After watching several half and were penalized 15 yards
on the kick-off. The poor kick from
sign of progressive thought in our schools.
minutes
of shin skinning and
the 25 yard line bounced lazily and
"shonuff" body blocking and liswas put in play inside the Wind's
BUT ON TO THE GAME
tening to yells that would drown
yard marker.
Tryouts for freshman and varLuck and Demon Flu may play an important part in out Niagara, Clemson onlookers 50 The
little Tigers with grim de- sity swimming squads will be held
settled
down
in
thunderstruck
Saturday's game. An epidemic is on the go at Clemson. It's
termination struck with the fury in the "Y" swimming pool the
and proceeded to watch the typical of Tiger teams and tied the
a mild type of influenza, but even that can be dangerous silence
young ladies yell themselves hoarse score when Boqty Payne, slippery week of December 4th. All swimwhen a fellow plays sixty minutes of football when he's and mow each other down with Cub back, broke through the line mers are urged to begin practice
running a temperature. So Jess Neely and Dizzy McLeod flailing hockey sticks for the next of scrimmage and, with timely now.
Tryouts will be held in the folblocking taking care of would-be„ lowing events: 40, 60, 100, 220, and
are just praying and praying that their players can dodge two hours.
It seems that the blue skirts get tacklers, galloped thirty yards tO|
44{) yard freg ^
4Q ^ ^ m
the little bugs for just a week more. A few little critters really steamed up about this time
ntball's Daradise.
v,„„,„
,„. 40,
^ 60,
football's
paradise. Payne
Payne'ss ' trusty ,,„„,,
+
g0
yard
backstroke;
and 100
less than a micron in length may have more to do with the of year over this hockey business, toe tied up the ball game, 7-7.
yard breaststroke, and plain ~ and
outcome of the Turkey Day battle than a few men and a and class rivalry runs hot. The For the remainder of the third fancy
diving.
girls even sit in special sections In quarter the two elevens battled on
few hundred pounds in weight.
Demonstrations are being artheir stadium and yell, their lungs even terms and it was not until the ranged at Athens, Rock Hill, and
closing minutes of the fourth-quar- Columbia, using the 20 best swimBut everybody's healthy so far with the exception of out for dear old class.
On the
particular day that ter that
the Cubs
knocked on mers and divers.
a few bohunks.
Clemson was a- favored spectator, touchdown's door again. OverVarsity and freshman swimming
And just to prove that some sports writers are intelligent the Sophomore ''Bulldogs" were anxiety kept them from scoring events will be held in February and
running the rats,
juniors, and the winning tally.
Jimmie Powers of The New York Daily News says, "Per- seniors right on off the field and Playing great ball for the little March.
The co-captains of the teamssonal nomination for the Rose Bowl: Clemson."
making the whole of York County Tigers were Latimer, Payne, Woods are John McKnight and
Everett
and
Craig.
Latimer's
sensational
shiver and shake with their yells.
The team is coached by P.
And remember that genius Powers lives in New York By the time the last half, or what- blocking and tackling spiced the Martin.
B. Holtzendorff, Jr.
which is a very large village in the state of New York in ever it is they play was over, it highly penalized fracas. The whole
which is located nationally known colleges with first-rate was dark as pitch, but even dark- Rat line rose up gallantly in the William Lyon Phelps, famed Yale
face of the little Hurricane's scorteams of their own. He just picked little Clemson out of the ness couldn't dampen those spirits ing threats and saved the Clem- professor, taught more than 20,000
and quiet those silence—shattering
men during his 40 years in
the
whole country for no good reason except that Clemson does screams.
sonites from tasting defeat.
classroom.
The
Furman
game
last
Friday
have as fine a team as there is in'the land.
While different classes took the
field or stopped the fracas long ended Coach Bob Jones' proteges'
All of which goes to prove that The Bengals have come enough to bandage knees and ank- freshman careers. Next year will
find many of them in the front
a long way. Paul Menton of the Baltimore Evening Sun les, the crowd scattered storms of ranks
of national football wars carconfetti,
sent
up
balloons
painted
thinks we're pretty good, too. In fact, sports writers the
rying with them the banner of Jess
the various class
colors and
country over are beginning to realize that South Carolina in
Neely's Clemson Tigers.
munched on onion garlandend hot
colleges (particularly Clemson) are able to develop good dogs.
football teams.
Hysteria really did a job of reigning when an announcement
was
BANKS
made that the Sophs had annexed
Danddy Long Legs Bonnie Pinhead Banks McFadden the school championship for hockturned in a neat game in Memphis. He average 13.8 yards ey supremacy and had also "outhollered" the rest of the student
The November meeting of the
every time he ran with the ball and average something body put together.
South Carolina section of the Amover 44 yard's per punt. That shouldn't hurt Banks' chances
Leaving the mad mob of maids erican Chemical Society was held
circling in a gigantic snake dance, st Clemson last Monday evening.
for ail-American.
seven bewildered boys began the
The meeting was addressed by
Watch for starts who aren't yet very famous Saturday trek back to school where benches Dr. Sterling B. Hendricks of the
in Greenville. Furman (or almost any team for that mat- and test tubes occupy a man's Fixed Nitrogen Laboratory of the
during winter afternoons. All Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry
ter) has a habit of laying for the boys with their names in mind
Clemson would have to do in pre- and Engineering.
the papers. In Memphis, three 215 pounders stuck with paration for Furman would be to Dr. Hendricks gave an interestJoe Blalock and stymied his pass-receiving efforts. Banks transport a small portion of hock- ing lecture on the nature of clays
soils. The subject was of inMcFadden. and Shad Bryant will be marked men Saturday. ey enthusiasts to the Saturday and
terest not only to the chemists,
So will Charlie Timmons. So if flashy playing is to be done, scrap, and the cheerleaders could but to the agriculturists as well.
take the day off.
Dr. Hendricks discussed in detail
the second-stringers will have a grand opportunity to do it.
the physical and chemical properties of various soils and clays,
Timmons, by the way, is the most under-publicized man
with emphasis on the reasons for
on the squad. He's every bit as good as any plunging back
the influence of clays on the nuwe've ever had. He's certanily as powerful, and probably,
trition of plants. Dr. Hendricks ilDr.
G.
H.
Aull,
of
the
departfaster than any man ever to hold down the post before. Belustrated his talk with a series of
men of agricultural economics and
fore he leaves Charlie will be as famous as Don Willis or rural sociology, and Mr. P. B. molecular models which were new
and of interest to his audience.
Mac Folger or any of the old-timers . . . He's plenty good.
Holtzendorif, secretary of the "Y",
The December meeting of the
will
attend
the
annual
ThanksgivSouth Carolina section will be
Saturday will be a big day, and we're gonna have one
ing Dinner meeting of the interof those tremendous Thanksgiving suppers tonight. In keen i state Committee of the Y. M. C. A. held in Columbia, December 9.
anticipation of the forthcoming treats, we hereby sign off. This year the meeting will be held
Hunter College is doing special
at Winston Salem, N. C. on Novem- I research on the study habits of its
HAPPY THANKSGIVING.
ber 28
I undergraduates.

Tank Tryouts
Scheduled Soon

Baltimore Sports
Writer Classes
Clemson On Top
Clemson is now a nationally recognized football power in the big
newspapers, and one sports writer
believes that the Tigers are topnotch. Paul Menton, Sports Editor of the Baltimore Evening Sun.
gives his opinion on the subject
when he writes:
"One of the most unfair practices in this age of football, where
good teams and excellent players
can be found from Maine to California, is picking AU-American
teams.
"If I were selecting one, the first
back I would
name
would be
Banks McFadden, Clemson's remarkable athlete who didn't play at
Annapolis against the Navy, but
was in action the following week at
Washington against George Washington.
' "He is easily the best punter I
have seen in years, a brilliant runner, a fine passer, a good general,
and excellent on defense.
"What more can a pleyer do?
"Incidentally, Clemson is the
best football team I have seen so
far this fall from Navy, Dartmouth, Army, Yale, Pittsburgh,
Fordham, Maryland, Penn State,
Western Maryland, George Washington, Virginia, Washington and
Lee, V. M. I. and Duke.''
The Carnegie Music society held
its third
meeting
last Monday
night in the Society hall. Comments were made by the members on the various selections played. John Harvey, president, Judson
Chapin had charge of the program.
Among the selections played were:
Wagner's "Overture to Tannhauser", "Prelude to the third act of
Lohengrin", Des Pres's "Ave Maria", and Mendelssohn's "Overture
to Fingles Cave".

smile before you see Joe. He was
chosen captain of this year's team,
and, believe me,
he has been a
good one. Clemson's team is losing
a fine leader and a gentleman, one
whose name will
rank among
Clemson's great football playyers.
BONNIE BANKS
Bonnie Banks McFadden, Clemson's hope for all-American this
year, is just that, All-American.
He was all-American last year in
basketball, besides being the only
man chosen on the all-Southern
Basketball team by' a unanimous
vote. Banks played epd his sophomore year, and since then he has
gained nation-wide recognition as
an excellent triple-threat back.
Banks is noted for his sportsmanship, which is a great asset to any
man. Besides all this, he is a member of Blue Key. and ranks as a
Battalion Supply Lieutenant in the
military part of his life at Clemson. There isn't anything he can't
do in track, but it's impossible to
take part in everything, so he specializes in the
high hurdles, the
220, the high jump,
the broad
jump, and the discus. Banks will
always be remembered as the most
outstanding athlete ever to come to
Clemson.
SHAD BRYANT
When Sports writer gave
the
name "Clemson Express" to Banks,
teammates began
calling Shad
Bryant the "caboose". Shad is,
without a doubt, the speediest back
on the
field, as opposing teams
have found out time
and time
again. Last year, he won national
recognition for his punt returns.
He held second place in the nation in the number of yards run
back on punts. This year, however,
he has had only a few chances to
show his stuff,
because opposing
teams have found out what a little wizard he is, and usually they
punt out
of bounds when he is
playing in
the safety position.
Shad may well be remembered as
the "Little Iron Man of Football."
Opposing linemen have very often
tried to put Shad out of the game
by foul . means, but with no results. In
fact, he has only been
hurt once, and that happened at
Southwestern, and when the starting lineup for the Furman game is
read over hte public address system, Shad's
name will be right
there.
STUMP BLACK
Carl Black, the Tiger's alternate
captain, has done much to give
Clemson one of the best teams in
the nation. His leadership on the
field is excellent and he plays a
heads up game at end and on numerous
occasions
has
broken
through the opponents line to
throw the ball carrier for a loss.
Carl is also the glamour boy of
the squad. A fan of his flew from
Miami to New Orleans to see him
play against Tulane. and another
one rode on the same train from
Birmingham, Ala. to Memphis,
Term, t osee him in action. Carl
hails from Ward, S. C.
WISTER JACKSON
Wister "Warhorsfe" Jackson, one
of Clemson's finest ends who come
to us from Starr, S. C., has been
hindered for the past two years
with an injured knee. Last- year
he had an operation, but this
years, after full recovery, he is
playing some excellent football.
It's a thing of beauty to see him
how down the interference as they
start around his end, leaving the
ball carrier free for the secondary
to hit.
WALTER OKUROWSKI
Walter Okurowski is the only
man on the squad with a name
that's hard to pronounce, so his
teammates just call him "Okey"
for short. Yes, he's a yankee from
Arlington, N. J., but he's one yankee who has made a very popular
invasion of the South. When he
played against George Washington, Okey and an opponent had
a lot of fun talking Polish to each
other while their teammates listened in amazement. It may be
a coincidence, but Okey is always
in the game when it ends, and he's
usually the first man to get the
ball when the game is over. He
tucks the ball under both arms
and runs off the field laughing.
THE WATERBOYS
Sally Sottile of Charleston and
J. V. Phillips of Gaffney, S. C. will

Clemson-S'western
Statistics Shown
Clemson
Southwestern
21 Score
6
6 First Downs
6
252 Gains From Scrim
104
22 Lost From Scrim
•
15
26 Gain Passing
30
0 Lost Passing
U
230 Net Gain
101
6 Passes ^Attempted
S
1 Passes Completed
S
0 Passes Inter. By
1
10 No. of Punts
15
41 Average Punt
40
5 Average Punt Return
10
3 No. of Penalties
2
35 Yds. Lost by Penalty
10
0 Fumbles by
2
1 Fumbles Recovered
1
McFadden ran 5; gained 68 yds
Bryant ran 5; lost 6 yds.
K on ran 7; gaine^ 19 yds.
Floyd ran 5; gained 63 yds.
Timmons ran 14; gained 47 yds.
Trexler ran 9; gained 22 yds.
Maness ran 3; gained 25 yds.
McFadden ran 43 yards for the
first toiuhdown; Floyd ran 21 for
second; Rion ran two for third.
Bryant caught one pass for 26
yards.
McFadden averaged 44 yards on
six punts, Trexler 32 on four punts.
Deitz and Tisdale
blocked one
punt; George Frits, blocked another.

Pool Asks That
Bowman Field Be
Well Lighted
"As rare as retreat under flood
lights" might have been a
good
expression last year, but if the request of Colonel Herbert M. Pop!,
commandant, is granted it will become a has been.
For Colonel Pool, it was learned
from reliable
sources, this week
sent a memorandom to J. C. Littlejohn, college
business manager,
asking if it would be possible to
install lights on Bowman field for
the retreat formation.
In the past, retreat has been
moved up to 5:30 during the winter months.
This year, however,
more than
a hundred students
have classes until six o'clock, making it impossible to move the formation up.
If flood lights are installed, it isbelieved that the Clemson brigade
will be the first military unit in
the United States to use artificial
lighting for a regular outside formation.
Mr. Littlejohn said today that
funds for installing the light were
not available this year. 'It is possible," he said, "that we might be
able to install them next year, but
we have so many things that must
be attended to this year that it will
be impossible right now."
In the meantime, Colonel Pool is
trying to work out other plans to
handle the situation ,this year. An
effort is being made to arrange to
finish six o'clock classes by 5:45 so
that the students who have late
classes could get into the mess hall
to eat with the entire corps which
would have retreat at 5:30. It has
also been suggested that retreat be
held inside every night at 6:00.
carry out the water for the last
time this Saturday against Furman. A few people look down on
the water-boy, but at Clemson .t's
a rare privilege to~ carry out the
water to the thirsty, tired players.
These fellows have worked faithfully and tirelessly to see that their
job is done well and they hav«
done a swell job. In the past few
years, the Senior manager carries out the water, except for the
last half of the game, when the
Junior managers take charge.

ALEX M. McIVER, Ir
BOOKS
53 George Street
Charleston, S. C.

ALL GREENVILLE EXTENDS A HEARTY WELCOME TO

State Chemists
Hold Meet Here

Y Men To Attend
Interstate Meet

CLEMSON CADET CORPS, FACULTY AND OTHERS
OF THAT COMMUNITY
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 25,1939
AND AT ANY OTHER TIME
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State Budget Commission Meets At Clemson Next Week-End
*

Maybank, Other
Notables To
Visit On Campus

'No More Useless Bitterness* Theme Of
Talks As Clemson, Furman Leaders Meet

Will Examine
School's Needs
The South Carolina Budget commissioned, headed
by Governor
Burnet R. Maybank will be here
next week to
hear the Clemson
request for 1940. The men will arrive here late Tuesday afternoon,
November 28, spend the night in
trustee house, and leave sometime
Wednesday afternoon.
Besides Governor Maybank, other
members of the commission are
Winchester Smith, chairman of the
house of representatives' ways and
means committee; S. Mortimer
Ward, head of the senate finance
committee; and J. M. Smith, state
auditor. .
Colonel Herbert M. Pool, commandant, announced that a royal military welcome is being planned for
the governor and his party. An escort of honor, composed of the senior platoon and the band will meet
the official party at the entrance
to the college grounds, open ranks
to be inspected by Governor Maybank, and escort the commission to
the administration building where
they will be met by college officials. A 19-gun salute will be fired
as the party enters the grounds.
PARADE ON SCHEDULE
A full brigade parade is planned
for Wednesday at noon.
Manly Stallworth senior class
president and some 25 students leaders will act as host to the commission at lunch in the college mess
hall Wednesday1, and at several other discussions with the commission
members.
The itinerary of the commission
here includes, November 28, dinner
and a discussion with the board of
directors and deans; November 29,
inspection of the college grounds,
buildings, and equipment; lunch
in the college mess hall with Student leaders; a full dress parade;
and a business session at which
the college budget for next year will
be presented.
The budget, as approved by the
commission, will be handed to the
law-makers at the next general ses-

Columbia Club
Invites Corps
To Their Hop
Jack Jones, president, today issued a blanket invitation to all
Clemson and Citadel students to
the Columbia Clemson club Christhas dance which will be held in
the main ball room of the Jefferson
hotel December 27.
"A Clemson or Citadel uniform
will be the admission ticket," Jones
said.
The dance which is being planned as one of the highlights of the
Christmas season in Columbia, will
feature the music of Buster Spann
and his Gamecock orchestra with
Dot Baxter as vocalist.
Besides the grand march, which
will be lead by the officers of the
club and their dates, the dance will
consist of four no breaks, and a
special no break for the club members.
Officers of the club are Jack
Jones, president; Lauren Driesbach, secretary; Henry Brady, vice
president; and Roy Pearce, treasurer.
In three years of varsity football, Loyell (£-had) Bryant has advanced the pigskin 2,190 yaxds for
Clemson's
Tigers. The Carthage,
Tennessee, speed
merchant and
broken field ace extraordinary has
rolled up 1,080 yards from scrimmage; 345 on received passes; 41
on intercepted passes and 724 on
punt returns.

Stallworth, Men
From Greenville
Exchange Wires

EXECUTIVE HERE—Governor Burnet R. Maybank who will be
here next week with the South Carolina Budget Commission to hear
Clemson's requests for next year. Othr members of the committee
include Winchester Smith, chairman of the House Ways and Means
commtitee, S. Mortimer Ward, head of the Senate Finance committee, and J. M. Smith, state auditor.
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WHERE'S THAT DAMN BUG?

Dunavan Tells How To Keep 'Em
High, Dry And Healthy Forever
By H. W. HOLLIS
Professor David Dunavan, of the
Zoology Department, tells of a new
method ' of preparing zoological
specimens.
"Heretofore there has been a difficulty in properly preparing insects and other forms of animal
life. The original method of killing
the specimen was by the use of
chloroform, which left it in a stiff
condition.
Cyanide
gas,
which
leaves the specimen in a relaxed
state, can now be presented in any
way desired."
"An illustration of this," continued Professor Dunavan "is a
snake kept in my laboratory. Prepared by the new method, it is preserved conveniently in a long glass
tube containing formaldehyde. L.
M. Sparks, an Entomology junior
who has for a long time been Interested in snakes, secured this
particular specimen from Highlands, North Carolina. The snake,
he went on* to say, "measures sixty
seven inches from tip to tip, has a
large head, and is of the Banded
Rattlesnake variety. He has nine
rattles."
He said, "Contrary to popular belief, the number of rattles does not
necessarily determine the age of
the snake." Continuing, he said,
"The venom from this variety of
snakes is especially useful in the

preparation of a serum producing
immunity against snake bites. By
the injection of the venom into a
horse and by using the horse's
blood, a very effective serum can
be produced. Approximately one cc
was extracted from this snake. Because of the significance of the
snake and its effect on people, it
is interesting as well as educational to know as much as possible
about it. Numerous varieties of
snakes are in this section of the
country and quite an extensive
study is made by those boys majoring in Entomology."
8

President Manly Stallworth, of
the Clemson senior class, exchanged
telegrams with Greenville and Purman officials this week.
Mayor C. Fred McCulkmgh of
Greenville wired:
"The city of Greenville cordially
invites entire cadet corps., faculty,
and other residents of Clemson
community to attend the game in
Greenville Saturday. The keen feeling of rivalry between Furman and
Clemson creates much interest
throughout the South. May it always continue on the same high
plane that has characterized relations between these institutions in
the past."
President Stallworth's answer was:
"Clemson's corps and the Furman student body, I am sure, will
strive to promote and continue a
keen, .clean rivalry. Thanks for your
invitation."
President James Marshall of the
Furman student body wired:
"We as hosts of the ClemsonFurman game extend a cordial welcome to all Clemson cadets who
come to our campus 'this Saturday.
We promise a cay of keen competition and clean sportsmanship."
President Stallworth answered:
"Thanks for your telegram. We
are all anxious for that big day, and
look forward to a clean, sportsmanlike game on the football field, and
your friendship and welcome off
the field."
President Heyward Mahon of the
Greenville Chamber of Commerce
wired:
"It is our hope that entire Clem-'
son student body will attend football game here Saturday and I assure you that one and all will receive a cordial welcome. Our citizens are proud of both Furman
and Clemson and feel that both colleges are Greenville institutions. We
know that the game Saturday will
be an interesting and hard fought
contest and that supporters on both
sides will enthusiastically back
their teams in the very finest spirit
of true sportsmanship."
President Stallworth answered:
"We shall be in Greenville 2,000
strong on Saturday for a good,
sportsmanlike game with our neighbor and football rival, Furman university. Thanks for your invitation."

Beer consumes 36 per cent of all
Rollins College this year has an
fraternity rushing expenses on the equal number of men and women
Dartmouth College campus.
students.

Furman-Clemson
Editors Exchange
Game Greetings
Editors of the Clemson Tiger and the Furman university Hornet exchanged iriendly
pre-game greetings by telegram
this week.
Wired Howard
Carraway,
Editor of the Hornet:
"It will be a great day and
a great game. The Hornet welcomes you. May the best team
take the honors.
Answered Editor Earl Mazo
of the Tiger:
"Saturday is the . big day.
We are looking forward to a
real game. May the best team
win."

Judging Team To
Attend Chicago
Livestock Show

The Clemson livestock
judging
team will leave here
Friday for
Chicago where they will represent
the college in intra collegiate judging contests of the National Livestock Show.
Members of the team are J. Roy
Todd, Lamar Eidson, Jimmy Lemmon, Lin
Bozard, Otis Shipman,
and P. ■ C. Ballenger. Professor E.
R. auser, judging coach, will accompany the men on the trip.
The team, it was stated, was finally selected last week after more
than
a month of eliminations.
PractHice sessions have been held
all year
and several preliminary
eliminations
have been held to
narrow the men down. All of the
members of
the team are senior
agriculture students.
The men will probably be awaly
from college two weeks. They will
compete in the contests next week
and return here sometime the folThe Hornet, weekly newspaper
lowing week.
edited by Howard
Carraway at
Furman university, published the
following editorial, under the head
"BREAD AND BUTTER LETTER," last week:

Furman Paper
Sees No Reason
For Bitterness

Why this heated rivalry exists
between Furman and Clemson is
beyond us. That is, why it exists to the extent of bitterness
and ungentlemanliness to which
it is often carried.
Last week - end
we were
guests on the Clemson campus,
whose "Tiger" was host to the
State Press Association's annual convention. We were there
for the better part of three
days and without the slightest
hesitancy we can say that we
have never Been treated so
royally.
Thanks and congratulations
to Earl Mazo, George McMillan.
"Mannie" Lawton, Bill Wade,
Jimmy Lever, Ed Schmidt and
their assistants for so completely and pleasantly playing
their parts as hosts.
Congratulations, too, to Editor Mazo and his staff for the
honor that was bestowed upon
"The Tiger" Friday night. Being named the best all-round
collegiate newspaper in the
state is an honor that should
not be minimized. They have
done a fine job and deserve
full credit.

Local Officials
Attend Ceremony
At Santee-Cooper

Dr. S. B. Earle of the school of
engineering, Dr. F. H. Calhoun dean
of the school
of chemistry, and
Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, college business manager this week attended
the opening of the Santee Cooper
hydro-electric project.
Dr. Calhoun was geological consultant of the survey work for the
founadtion of the several dam sites.
F. R. Sweeny, a Clemson graduate of the class of 1906, is the Engineer in charge for the S. C.
service
authority.
He
was a
teacher of Civil
Engineering at
Clemson from 1909 to 1913.
The Education building will soon
be able to shine with new Venetian
blinds on all of the windows. These
blinds ,have been needed since the
building was built and after much
endeavor on the part of the department the money has finally been
appropriated, Dean Washington has
said.

Kurt Mueller, Blue Key sponsored refugee from Vienna, AusCornell University has a fresh- tria, was made an honorary memPordham university next year
Knox College has a special course man student who represents the ber of the International Relations
will celebrate the centenary of Its that deals with the history of the fourth generation of her family to Club at the regular meeting of that
founding.
group Monday night.
enroll at that institution.
middle west.

The average Williams
College
student sees three movies per week.
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WASHINGTON COFFEE SHOPPE
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If you haven't see Manly Wright Now
Room 3-329
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TOP COATS ...

When you ask for Chesterfields
you're buying something no other
cigarette can give you at any price
... a cooler, better-tasting and definitely milder smoke. Make your
next pack Chesterfield. You can't
buy a better cigarette.
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"O. P. O."
CLOTHES

Light up a Chesterfield and
you're all set to enjoy Real
Smoking Pleasure with the
best cigarette money can buy .
. . .THEY SATISFY.

All Wool—Lifetime Linings
Fast Colors

Hand-

Tailoring—Style

Have you remembered to order your
date's flowers for THE GAME?

BOLT'S DRUG STORES

With Chesterfield's Right Combination of the
world's best American and Turkish tobaccos

GUARANTEED

STOP!

You Are Always Welcomt
—At—

and Better Taste

and

merchandising hy shopping

WE SERVE ONLY THE BEST

man, Business manager J. C. Littlejohn, of Ciemson, Colonel Herbert M. Pool, Clemson commandant, and
Dr. Gordon Blackwell,
and Tom Stanley of Clemson, other speakers at tonights meeting,
expressed like sentiments.
Among the students present from
the Quaternion and Senior Order
from Clemson were rvuby Jones,
Lecil Drummond,
Marie Taylor,
Washti Taylor, Martha Bennett,
Elizabeth Smith, Mary Gray, Harry Covington,
James Marshall,
Howard Carraway, John R. Folson,
Dick Burts and Wallace
Burger.
From Clemson's Blue Key were
George McMillan, Crawford Lawton, Marion
R.
Lawton, Hord
Stubblefield, Bill Bouton,
Frank
Mills, p. T. Garrett, W. M. McGinty, Harry McKeown, Manly
Stallworth, W. B. Wade O. V. Wray,
and Earl Mazo.

Mild ness

Whether you are a fourth

ASK FOR

A Product Of Greenville Ice
Cream Co.

GOINS MARRIES
Gus Goins, all-southern end of
last year's Tiger football team, was
married last
week
to Nell Poe
Sloan, of Walhalla, niece of Mrs.
S. B. Earle, Sr.
The former Clemson star and his
wife
will live
at Thomasville,
Georgia.

THOMAS CIGAR STORE

i Ph. D. you can learn a

HOTEL
GREENVILLE

Thanksgiving holidays begin
after classses Friday, it was announced this week by Dr. Enoch
W. Sikes, president.
Classes
will be held on Thanksgiving
day, November 23. According to
a previous announcement, holidays were to have
begun on
Saturday.
The complete order follows:
"The Thanksgiving holidays
will begin after the last, class
on Friday afternoon. No departures will be authorized prior
to Friday noon. There will be
no classes on Saturday, November 25th or on Monday,
November 27th.
"The college authorities request that students not living
in Greenville
please remain
out of Greenville until Saturday
morning. This request is made
in order that Clemson students
may not be involved in some
act which might bring discredit
on the Clemson Cadet Corps."
Holidays will continue until
11:30 Monday night.

VISIT

Passman, first classman or

ALWAYS

Student leaders from Clemson
and Furman
university met on
common grounds at a supper here
last night, spoke "good plain talk"
about their differences, sang "The
More We Get Together," and decided to
Bury the Clemson-Furman hatchet.
George McMillan
opened the
meeting with a charge that
the
"drug store quarterbacks and the
main street forcasters "were more
responsible for any bitter feeling
that had prevailed between Clemson and
Furman student bodies
than the students themselves.
Harry Covington, president of
the Furman student council, following Mr. McMillan, stated that
his organization was definitely for
"clean sportsmanship between the
two schools."
Dr. John L. Plyler, president of
Furman university, stated that he
appreciated the
spirit in which
this meeting was called, and he
suggesed that the student bodies
insist that their
schools not be
judged by " afew rough necks,
which all schools have."
"We should forget the past and
tsart out anew. Both institutions,
I am sure,
have a* least another
100 years
of life yet," Dr. Plyler
said.
In his talk, Dr. Enoch W. Sikes,
Clemson president, said that the
only excuse for some Clemson rrten
not liking some Furman students
(and vice versa) was that each
did not know the other. "That is
why this
occasion is such a fine
one," he said, "Furman and Clemson students, when they become
acquainted, will like each other."
MAKE HISTORY
Other speakers on the program
included President
Manly Stallworth of the Clemson senior class,
who said that the Furman
and
Clemson leadership organizations
"are tonight making history that
should have been
made a long
time ago." Stallworth pointed out
that many of the Furman and
Clemson
students "are from the
same town and were raised together."
Dean R. N. Daniel, of Furman,
praised the
spirit of the two
school's leadership
organizations,
and stated that "persons with education are supposed to be governed by rules of intelligence."
"It is only reasonable that the
we play the game hard, clean and
to the very best of our ability . . .
we must maintain always our sense
of proportion which will make us
friendly rivals and recognize and
rejoice in the fine qualities
that
we each have."
Dean Virginia Thomas of Fur-

Holidays Begin
Tomorrow, End
Monday Night

Gus Dorais, University of Detroit
football coach, has been elected a
member of Detroit's city council.

ARMY STORE
See Us For Dry Goods
and Shoes
SENECA, S. C.

Blue Key, Senior
Order, Quaternion
Clubs Present

Ask To See The "Zipper"
Coat
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BETTE DAVIS WERROL FLYNN,
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gives millions a lot of pleasure in
Warner Bros, current release,
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